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 Autoranging on Volts and Ohms
 Easy reading 31/2 digit display
 CMOS-LSI advanced circuitry
 Autopolarity
 Automatic indication, unit and signs
 Easy to operate
 Economically powered with two "AA"

1.5V batteries
 Low battery drain, 300 hours continuous

operation
 Low battery warning sign
 Lo Power and Normal Ohm ranges
 Range hold
 Buzzer continuity check

 Zero adjust feather -touch but on
 AC/DC Lo DM function seleci ion by

feather -touch button
 Safety fused
 Pocket-size, compact, lightweight, nicely

balanced
 Shock resistant ABS housing
 Reliable, accurate, and rugged

See your A.W. Sperry distributor today or
contact A.W. Sperry Instruments Inc.,
245 Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge, N.Y. 11787,
800-645-5398 Toll -Free (N.Y., Hawaii, Alaska
call collect 516-231-7050).

A.W. SPERRY INSTRUMENTS INC.
The Measurable Advantage.
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university campuses. And most of
our technology is based on that
research.

But many colleges and univer-
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problems. They need your corn-
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The free booklet shows how
your company con help higher
education -and promote corporate
objectives, too.

Please write for it. America can't
afford to depend on foreign coun-
tries for the know-how it needs.
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INDUSTRIAL
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38 Maintenance of relays and solenoids
By Carl Babcoke, CET

CONSUMER
SERVICING &
INDUSTRIAL
MRO

28 Digital multimeter roundup
A sampling of information on DMMs from various
manufacturers is included, along with reader service
numbers to obtain additional information.

34 Audio indications in digital multimeters
By Carl Babcoke, CET
Audio tones indicating circuit continuity plus other
valuable features are discussed.

CONSUMER
SERVICING

12 Understanding synchronous demodulation
By Jim Smith, CET, and Greg Carey
Theory and practical adjustment of synchronous
detectors is covered.

18 Zenith vertical -sweep system
By Carl Babcoke, CET
Explanations of circuit operation, plus troubleshooting
tips and methods, are featured.

Departments 4 Scanner
7 Photofacts
8 People

43 Product report

About the cover The cover photograph is courtesy of Keithley Instruments Inc.
For more information about this and other digital multimeters,
see the "Digital multimeter roundup," beginning on page 28,
and "Audio indications in digital multimeters," beginning on
page 34.

)Copyright, 1981. by Intertec Publishing Corporation All rights reserved Material may not
be reproduced Or photocopied in any form without written permission of publisher
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Special Inventory
Clearance Offer...

Professional

Technician's

Guide to Stereo

FM Servicing

s.
4.

Get all 5*
great books for $10.00

(a $25.00 value)

Electronic Servicing brings you
5 of its most popular reference goide
for a fraction of thei original value...

 Color TV Servicing
 Better Management
 Stereo FM Servicing
 Color TV Circuit Operation

plus:
You get "Guide to CB Servicing" FREE
as an extra bonus for ordering this
valuable set of reference manuals.

For a limited time Electronic Servicing
is offering this complete package
of 5 reference guides for one low price

1. COLOR TV SERVICING GUIDE Volume 2
Fourteen chapters explain many repairs df color TVs
from the tuner to the deflection yoke. Included are
photos of trouble symptoms from the screen of the
picture tube, transistor tests, case histories of typical
repairs, explanations of scan rectification, and de-
scriptions of essential tools and techniques.

3. BETTER MANAGEMENT GUIDES
Practical information about bookkeeping and ac-
counting procedures, service labor pricing, techni-
cian incentive programs, methods for increasing
shop productivity, and how to get the most from
your insurance dollars, plus a checklist for evalu-
ating your own business management techniques.

5. Your FREE bonus:
"Guide to CB Servicing"

Nino
CB SINICING

The information most
needed for efficient servicing
of Citizen's Band transceiver
radios; including circuit
analysis, suggestions for test
equipment and advice
about CB business.

r

2. PROFESSIONAL TECHNICIAN'S GUIDE
TO STEREO FM SERVICING

A concise presentation of practical information
essential to proficient servicing of home and auto
stereo FM systems.

4. COLOR TV CIRCUIT OPERATION GUIDE
An in-depth analysis of existing tube and solid-state
color circuitry that begins with a review of how the
color signal is developed and proceeds stage by stage
through each section of the color receiver.

Order your set today for only $10.00
by sending in this coupon:

Electronic Servicing
P.O. BOX 12901, DEPT. GO, OVERLAND PARK, KS 66212

Please send me Electronic Servicing's 5 reference
guides at the price of only $10.00 for the complete set.

Name

Company

Address

City State Zip

Signature

Charge to my E VISA or L: MasterCard
or 71 have enclosed my check for S10.00

Make checks payable to Electronic Servicing



electronic IT:fliu
news of the industry

Comp -U -Card
minority interest
purchased

Comp -U -Card of America Inc.,
of Stamford, CT, announced that a
venture capital affiliate of Merrill
Lynch & Co. Inc. has purchased a
minority interest in the privately
held electronic shop -at-home ser-
vice. The investment was announced
by Walter A. Forbes, chief executive
officer of Comp -U -Card. The
amount of money was not disclosed.

Similar investments were disclos-
ed in February 1981, by Equitable
Life Assurance Society, and in Oc-
tober 1980, by Federal Department
Stores.

Comp -U -Card is the nation's first
electronic shop -at-home service of-
fering home computer users, cable
TV subscribers and conventional
telephone customers access to pro-
duct specifications, discount prices
and home delivery for more than
30,000 name -brand items for the
home.

With this program, consumers at
home can shop, place an order and
complete the transaction by charg-
ing it to a major credit card. Comp -
U -Card's system, which has been
tested in various forms nationwide
for more than a year, is fully opera-
tional and compatible with all forms
of electronic delivery, including
home computers, cable TV,
videodisc and satellite.

National Electronics
Trade Show set
for August 6

The 1981 National Electronics
Trade Show will be held August 6
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Innisbrook
Resort in Tarpon Springs, FL. The
show will be held during the Na-
tional Electronics Service Conven-
tion.

Reservations, costing $440,
reserves a 10' x 10' booth with an
8 -foot draped back, 3 -foot draped
sides, a draped table, a chair, sign
and an electrical outlet. Two con-
vention tickets, including all
scheduled meals, are given with each
space rented. Hotel accommoda-
tions are at lnnisbrook.

NEPCON Northwest '81
set for Nov. 3-5

The National Electronic Packag-
ing & Production Conference (NEP-
CON Northwest '81) will be held
Nov. 3-5, 1981 at the San Mateo
Fairgrounds in California. This sec-
ond annual presentation showcases
the latest developments in the
machinery, equipment, tools, hard-
ware and supplies used for proto-
type circuit design/packaging, PCB
production, and PCB/Microelec-
tronics testers, according to Cahners
Exposition. Group (CEG), organizer
of the event.

"Over 9000 electronic engineers,
buyers and specifiers attended the
1980 premier and we're expecting an
even larger audience at this year's
show," said Michael H. Martorano,
CEG's general manager of domestic
operations. Show visitors will
evaluate more than 400 displays of
equipment for the prototype design,
fabrication, assembly and testing of
printed circuit boards and
microelectronics devices. The 3 -day
event covers artwork generation to
final test and systems packaging.

A technical program detailing
developments and advancements in
the production and testing of
printed circuits, multilayers and
hybrid microelectronics devices sup-
ports the equipment display. Papers
will be presented by industry experts
sharing information on testing
microcircuits, instrumentation for
testing, functional testing and more.
Tutorial courses and practical
workshops will also be featured.

NEPCON Northwest '81 is open
to all persons and firms actively
engaged in the electronics, packag-
ing and production industry. Com-
plete details on exhibiting are
available from Cahners Exposition
Group, 222 West Adams Street,
Chicago, IL 60606; (312) 263-4866.

Picture tube
sales figures released

U.S. sales of color TV picture
tubes, excluding imports, increased
13.7%, from 10.6 million units in
1979 to 12.0 million units in 1980,
according to statistics recently

released by the Electronic Industries
Association's Marketing Services
Department.

Within this total, sales to the in-
itial equipment sector rose 16.4%,
while renewal sales and exports each
decreased 3.4%. Imports showed a
66.4% gain, resulting in 15.4% ex-
pansion of the U.S. market for col-
or TV picture tubes.

Companies interested in par-
ticipating in and receiving EIA
statistics should contact the
Marketing Services Department,
Electronic Industries Association,
2001 Eye Street NW, Washington,
DC 20006.

Distributor shipments
up 6% in May

Industrial distribution's May
shipments registered an increase of
6% from April, according to the
latest NEDA Distribution Business
Index data released by the National
Electronic Distributors Association.

Bookings growth was a more
modest 1%, suggesting that much of
the shipments growth came at the
expense of backlog. The book -to -
bill ratio slipped from April's 1.1 to
1, to 1.05 to 1.

The May shipments level stood
12% higher than May 1980, while
this May's bookings exceeded last
May's level by 13%. Virtually all
the net increase in both the
shipments and bookings rates occur-
red during the first five months of
1981, according to the NEDA data.
The bookings rate has not registered
a month -to -month decline since Oc-
tober 1980. Shipment levels have
been steady or increasing since
December.

The May NEDA report marked
the first month that booking and
shipment levels were compared with
those of the same month a year ago.
The comparison will be a regular
feature of all future monthly
reports.

The DBI data is collected from a
nationwide sample of industrial
distributors accounting for nearly
$1 billion in annual sales from more
than 130 locations in every major
trading area in the United States.
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1981 CES sets
attendance record

The 15th Annual International
Summer Consumer Electronics
Show was hailed by exhibitors as
highly successful, according to Jack
Wayman, senior vice president of
the Electronic Industries Associa-
tion's Consumer Electronics Group.

The attendance of 60,892, a Sum-
mer CES record, included major
stores and quality retailers. Several
exhibitors, even on the Concourse
level, observed that each of the "Big
Six" department stores visited their
booths.

The show opened May 31 and
closed June 3.

The attendees moved through 950
exhibits, which used 550,000 square
feet at McCormick Place (all three
levels plus outdoor exhibits), Mc-
Cormick Inn, and the Pick Congress
Hotel.

The EIA/CEG Board of Direc-
tors, which met during the show,
voted to continue holding two
shows annually, in winter and sum-
mer. The dates are: 1982 Interna-
tional Winter CES, Thursday,
January 7-Sunday, January 10,

and 1982 International Summer
CES, Sunday, June 6 - Wednesday,
June 9.

EIA announces fiber -
optics working group

A P-6.1 working group on fiber -
optics systems has been announced
by the Electronic Industries
Association. The group was formed
to provide guidelines from a systems
need viewpoint on requirements and
priorities for the development of
fiber -optics component standards
by other EIA P-6 working groups.

Under the chairmanship of Hank
Dorris of Bell Laboratories, the
group is comprised of represen-
tatives from the industrial fiber -
optics equipment manufacturing
community, the DOD user and
other members of the government
and academic community.

Further information may be ob-
tained by contacting Hank Dorris at
(202) 949-4590 or Steve Forish at
(202) 457-4969.

The Electronic Industries
Association is the full service na-
tional trade association representing
companies involved in the manufac-
ture of electronic components,
equipment and systems for con-
sumer, industrial and government
application.

EnA pubhc sonnee 01 this pubficaben
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Now you've got us
where you want us...
right in the palm

of your handl

First practical,
personal size

microfiche reader:
Installation
schematics

Micro Forty Four. Puts a world of information at your fingertips --on service calls, in the field,
outside office or in home. And, naturally, it comes 'tom the leading manufacturer of micrographic
readers. The design is a marvel of simplicity Flip up viewing hood and our advanced optical
system projects a bright, clear image on the full 5-1/2 "diagonal screen. Operates on batteries,
110V or car lighter. Weighs less than 1-1/2 lbs. Fits a tool case.

Micro Forty Four is a small miracle, ideal for service per-
sonnel. Call or write now for information on the affordable
new personal size Micro Forty Four Reader from Micro
Design the Reader Leader

Circle (5) on Reply Card

MICRO DESIGN
DIVISiOn OF BELL te HOn1LI. CO

857 W. State Street
Hartford, Wisconsin 53027

(414) 673-3920

Double
or nothing?

saving money these days
is difficult fin- most everyone. But there is a plan

guaranteed to build your savings. Even for those who can't
seem to ever save a cent. Buying t '.S. Savings Bonds
through the Payroll Savings Plan.

The amount you'd like to save is taken out
automatically. When you accumulate the purchase price,
you get a Bond. A $50 Bond costs only $25. ( )r a $100 Bond
costs only $50. Whatever the amount, you'll double your
money if you hold the Bond to maturity. 43 si

Remember, you can double your
money for sure or put off saving and Take ...,..

do nothing. Double or nothing.
......

T7

StOCK iAtS15°

mAmerica.
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Scanner

TV receivers,
VCR sales
continue to climb

U.S. market sales to retailers of
TV receivers and videocassette
recorders in May continued at the
fast pace set in the first four months
of the year, according to the Elec-
tronic Industries Association's Con-
sumer Electronics Group.

Sales of color TV sets in May
1981, were 747,609 units, an in-
crease of 38.7% over 538,969 units
sold in the same month a year ago.
Color TV sales in the first 21 weeks
of 1981 were 4,136,031, up 23.5%
over 3,350,276 units sold in the
comparable period of 1980.

Monochrome TV receiver sales in
May 1981, amounted to 434,709
units, a rise of 37.4% above 316,372
units sold in the same month a year
ago. Sales of monochrome TV sets
in the first 21 weeks of 1981
amounted to 2,250,188 units, a gain
of 17.8% over 1,910,105 units sold
in the comparable period last year.

Videocassette recorder sales to
retailers in May 1981, were 87,013
units, an increase of 93.5% over
44,975 units sold in May of 1980.
Sales of VCR in the first 21 weeks of
1981 rose to 434,098 units, up
85.1% over 234,525 units sold in the
same comparable period a year ago.

Sprague Products Company
named EDS Exhibitor
of the Year

The Exhibitor of the Year Award
at the 1981 Electronic Distribution
Show was presented to Sprague Pro-
ducts Company in Atlanta by Lewis
Shuler, Dixie Electronics, president
of the Electronic Industry Show
Corporation. Sprague's overall pro-
motional and attendance program
was deemed the most outstanding
among the 277 manufacturing com-
panies participating in the annual
Show.

In addition to the Exhibitor of the
Year Award, seven Gold promo-
tional awards and seven Bronze pro-
motional awards were presented to
EDS exhibitors for excellence in pre-

Show and at -Show promotion pro-
grams.

Winners of Gold award were:
Amp Special Industries, John Fluke
Manufacturing, Methode Elec-
tronics, Tektone Sound & Signal,
Thordarson Meissner, Triplett Cor-

poration and Vaco Products Cotn-
panY

Winners of Bronze awards were:
Chicago Case Company, Dearborn
Wire & Cable, GC Electronics,
Grayhill Inc., National Controls
Corporation, Perma Power Elec-
tronics and Shape Magnetronics.

Southeast Electronics branch
to handle Logitek products

Logitek Electronic Systems Inc.,
of Houston, TX, has appointed
Southeast Electronics Inc. as ex-
clusive representatives for Logitek
broadcast products in Mississippi,
Alabama and Georgia, and has
renewed Southeast's representation
agreement for Florida. The added
states will be handled by Southeast's
new branch in Mobile, AL, under
sales representative Ron Burks.

Southeast's Mobile branch joins
branches in Tallahassee and
Jacksonville, FL, in providing full
broadcast equipment sales and ser-
vice for the Eastern Gulf Coast and
South Atlantic regions. Southeast
plans to soon open another branch
in Pennsicola, FL. This branch will
also be an authorized outlet for
Logitek products.

Tronics 2000 enters
10 metro markets

Ten major metropolitan areas in
the United States are under develop-
ment by Tronics 2000, a national
franchise organization aimed at the
independent consumer electronics
service industry.

Active since September 1980,
Tronics 2000 is a Bloomington, IN
based corporation involved in fran-
chising consumer electronics repair
shops. The goal is to create
consumer -oriented repair networks
within each geographical area
capable of handling all consumer
electronic products.

The areas under development,
consisting of a population of
roughly 9 million persons, are
Dallas, sections of greater Chicago,
Minneapolis/St. Paul, Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Louisville, Tampa/St.
Petersburg, Orlando, Sarasota, and
Daytona Beach. These areas could
support approximately 300 service
centers, according to R. W. Lay,
director of internal operations.

Tronics 2000 offers to indepen-
dent franchises professional adver-

tising, volume buying discounts and
assistance in running a business.

"The idea," said David J. Hage-
lin, president, "is to help indepen-
dent service shop owners compete
more effectively in a rapidly chang-
ing and highly complex marketplace
and simultaneously to assure con-
sumers of a professional service net-
work where they can have their
complex home electronics equip-
ment serviced at fair and equitable
prices."

Electronics trade show
slated for Taiwan

A trade show for U.S. electronics
firms is scheduled for Jan. 11-16,
1982 at the American Trade Center
in Taipei, Taiwan.

The Commerce Department's In-
ternational Trade Administration
(ITA) will assist the American In-
stitute in Taiwan in presenting the
exhibition, which will feature elec-
tronic components and production
and testing equipment.

The growing Taiwan market for
electronic products is projected to
reach $1.2 billion by the end of
1981, most of which will be for com-
ponents. The market for produc-
tion, test instrumentation and
special materials for components is
expected to be more than $80
million by the end of this year.

Interested firms should contact
David L. Kelson, OEP/IPD Room
6015, U.S. Department of Com-
merce, Washington, DC 20230;
(202) 377-2433.

Electronic newspaper
uses Radio Shack
computer, terminals

Radio Shack, a division of Tandy
Corporation, has announced a pilot
project in cooperation with the
"Advertiser -Tribune," Tiffin, OH,
to provide an "electronic news-
paper" to its subscribers, the first
such private electronic edition.

Subscribers to the "Advertiser -
Tribune" will see the newspaper's
electronic edition via videotext, a
method of electronic communica-
tions that transfers information
over standard telephone lines for
display on standard TV sets. Users
will require videotext terminal, or a
personal computer equipped with
the simple hardware and software
necessary to permit it to act as a
videotext terminal.
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Medd
SHARP
19 D82A 2011-1

TRUETONE
GEC3008A-18,6-18 (24-3008-0) 2011-2

ZENITH
Chassis 12MB11X 2011-3
Monitor M129P,
Camera VSC-100 2011-3-A

HITACHI
CT1906 2005-1

PHILCO
B750MWH/55MWA 2005-2

SEARS
564.44050050 2005-3

SEARS
564.48610050/8611050/8660050/
8661050/8710050/8711050 2006-1

TOSHIBA
Chassis TAC010 2006-2

HITACHI
CT1907 2007-1

SONY
KV-1221R 2007-2

REALISTIC
12-1519B (CH RONODATE 209) 2007-3

SEARS
564.42221901/02 2008-1

WARDS
GGV-17650A,B/660A,B/670A,B/680A,B . . . . 2008-2

SHARP
19E83 2009-1

SYLVANIA
Chassis E51-1/-3/-4/-5/-6/-7/-9 2009-2

TRUETONE
G EC3007A-18, B-18 (24-3007-2) 2010-1

ZENITH
SM1961W,WXS,W1,X/1971P/2511W/
2523E/2525M/2527DE,P/2531E/2533PN/
2535X/2541X/2543E/2545M/2549E/2593P/
2597P/4529 E,SS2511B 2010-2

TEKNIKA
6301 2010-3

Would you pay $20
a month for a highly
skilled technician?
Here's your
opportunity!

Our exclusive COMPUTECH manual is an organized. easily
accessible source of solutions to those frustrating "tough -dog -
service problems. Most importantly. this manual is expanded
and updated each month to keep you in step with the rapidly
changing television industry.

COMPUTECH car save hours of frustrating and unprofitable
diagnostic time!

 approximately 6500 symptoms and solutions to tough -dog
problems.

indexed numerically by SAMS number.
 symptoms listed alphabetically for faster access.

monthly updating provided
 contains step by -step procedures to locate the most difficult

problems
 standardizes your trouble shooting techniques.
 excellent training aid.
 saves YOU time and guesswork.

Over the past two years -COMPUTECH- has combined
hundreds of hours of experience by professional technicians
with the unique advantage of a computer to produce an attrac-
tive. easy to read. 13vp"x11" binder that contains the type of
information needed to make TV servicing faster, easier. and
more profitable.

COMPUTECH - AT TODAY'S PRICES...
YOU CAN'T AFFORD NOT TO!

COPYRIGHT 1980

Call us direct (801) 277-2655
or mail this coupon today.

r COMPUTECH ES -2

I 4685 Holladay Blvd.
Salt Lake City. Utah 84117
Phone (801) 277-2655

I
Please send my COMPUTECH manual on the following
basis:

A trial issue for $24.95 plus postage and C.O.D. charges.
My year y subscription updated monthly on the basis of
$20.00 per month plus postage and C.O.D. charges.
Or, my yearly subscription for $240.00 which Includes all
monthly updating and postage.

Name

Service Company

Phone

Address

State Zip

COMPUTER /MISTED lf YE VISION REPAIR SYSTF

I I I I I
I

4685 Holladay Blvd.
Salt Lake City,
Utah 84117
Phone (801) 277-2655
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Mike news

GC Electronics has announced the appointment of
Owen R. Jackson as director of sales and marketing.
Jackson, manager of market development at GC for
the last 21/2 years, reports to Wayne Timpe, vice presi-
dent and general manager. Jackson will oversee both
distributor and OEM sales and be responsible for
development and expansion in both markets.

Warren J. Dugas, Eastern region sales manager the
past 3'V2 years, has been promoted by Jackson to the
position of national sales manager. Dugas will super-
vise the GC sales force and be directly responsible for
sales control to electronic distributors throughout the
United States.

Also, GC Electronics has named Michael A. Smith
advertising and sales promotion manager. With GC
since 1978, Smith was most recently assistant promo-
tion manager. His duties will include preparation of
sales aids, space advertising and exhibits for national
trade shows.

N. Dana Kellenberger, Northeast district sales
manager for ITT Cannon Electric, has been named
director, national field sales.

W. J. Clark, director of marketing/business devel-
opment for this division of International Telephone
and Telegraph Corporation, said Kellenberger is re-
sponsible for coordinating sales activities for all ITT
Cannon units in North America, as well as foreign af-
filiates. He supervises 11 district managers, five
manufacturing representatives and more than 60 sales
engineers.

A 19 -year employee of ITT Cannon, Kellenberger's
past positions include product specialist, supervisor,
application engineering and marketing manager of the
Phoenix facility.

Gene Swanzy has been appointed to the new posi-
tion of vice president/broadcast services of the Mutual
Broadcasting System, Martin Rubenstein, president
and chief executive officer, announced.

The 25 -year broadcast veteran will oversee the net-
work's technical operations, engineering, satellite engi-
neering, traffic and production departments.

Swanzy comes to Mutual from the Public Broad-
casting Service, where he helped design and implement
the first broadcast satellite system. He was director of
operations, vice president/operations and, most re-
cently, vice president for pay television initiatives at
PBS.

Stephen Fowler, 36, has been named general
manager of REFAC Electronics Corporation's III -V
materials department, I. Thomas Saldi, president, an-
nounced. Fowler will oversee the operations concerned
with the manufacturing of GaP, GaAs and InP crystal
products and LED chip manufacturing at the Edison,
NJ plant, where REFAC's OPCOA LEDs and OPTEL
LCDs are manufactured.

Before joining OPCOA in 1978, Fowler spent many
years working with LED devices and materials for
Monsanto Co. as project engineer, at Bowmar Canada
Ltd. as chief engineer and manager of advanced
technology, and at the Singer Companies CRDL as
project manager.

Three senior management appointments have been
made by Marconi Communications Systems Ltd., a
GEC -Marconi Electronics company.

R.T.J. Baker has been appointed to the vacant post
of manager, broadcasting division. Dick Baker returns
to the company after a 2 -year absence. He was
previously in the studio group as chief of sales, broad-
casting division.

B.M. Smith has been appointed manager, export
department, responsible for the company's regional
staff. Bryan Smith retains his responsibility for the
Middle East area.

P.A.T. Turrall has been appointed publicity
manager for the company, in addition to his ad-
ministrative responsibilities in the export department.

Appointment of Edward A. Boschetti as division
vice president and general manager, RCA Distributor
and Special Products Division, has been announced by
Jack K. Sauter, group vice president, RCA Corpora-
tion.

Boschetti succeeds Donald M. Cook, who was
named division vice president, government services,
RCA Service Company.

Boschetti was previously division vice president,
marketing, for the distributor and special products
division. He joined RCA's Victor Division in Camden,
NJ, in 1951.
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Vernon D. Heins has been named quality assurance
manager for the Fountain Valley, CA, operation of
ITT Cannon Electric.

Marvin Shults, quality manager for this division of
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation,
said Heins will be responsible for quality assurance in
the rectangular and circular departments.

A veteran of 23 years with In- Cannon, Heins has
worked as layout draftsman, product engineer, senior
quality engineer and most recently was the quality
assurance manager, circular division.

Switchcraft Inc. has named Eugene Goldberg as
product manager for the company's electronic connec-
tor line, according to Ed Larrabee, director of
marketing and sales. Goldberg has a strong back-
ground in electronic and electromechanical connec-
tors. He was previously senior sales engineer for ITT
Cannon Electric in Northern Illinois. He has also held
marketing and engineering management positions with
Winchester Electronics and Amp Inc.

The Electronic Industries Association has an-
nounced the appointment of Mark V. Rosenker as
staff vice president of public affairs. Rosenker joined
EIA in 1977 as director of public relations for the
Association's Communications Division. In December
1979 he was named EIA's director of public relations.

Before joining EIA, Rosenker served as deputy
press secretary for President Ford's campaign
organization. Most recently, he was a consultant to the
Reagan/Bush transition office, and has served in both
the Ford and Nixon administrations in various
capacities. Rosenker's professional experience also in-
cludes commercial public relations activities and the
broadcast industry, at both the local and network
levels.

Dan Harp, general manager of Consumer Products
Distributing Inc. (CPD), has named Larry Ervin as
parts manager for the company.

CPD, headquartered at 3330 Pagosa Court, In-
dianapolis, IN 46226, is the authorized distributor for
Sony and other major consumer brands for central
and northern Indiana. The company was founded in
1969 and now ranks among the top 20 distributors of
electronic products in the United States.

Robert Loranger, president of Loranger Manufac-
turing Entertainment Division, has announced the ap-
pointment of Dennis Hedlund as national sales
manager. Hedlund will report to Gary Schwartz, direc-
tor of marketing and sales.

Before his new position, Hedlund gained extensive
experience marketing both audio and video software.
His most recent position was with Magnetic Video,
where he was national accounts manager.

David A. Golden, 0.C., LL.B., LL.D., chairman of
the board of Telesat Canada, will deliver the 7th Tan-
ner Lecture at the International Electrical, Electronics
Conference and Exposition on October 6, 1981, in
Toronto.

Golden has had a distinguished international career
in the aeronautics and telecommunication industries
spanning 30 years. A former deputy minister of
defense production, he has also served as president of
the Air Industries Association of Canada, deputy
minister of industry and president and chief executive
officer of Telesat Canada. In recognition of his ser-
vice, he was awarded the C.D. Howe Award of the
Canadian Aeronautic and Space Institute in 1970.

Golden is chairman of the boards of CCM Inc. and
Computel Systems Ltd., in addition to his duties at
Telesat.

Thomas C. Carlson has been named director of
operations for ITT Schadow Inc., Eden Prairie, MN.

Robert G. Inglis, general manager, said Carlson will
have responsibility for manufacturing, fabrication,
production engineering and materials.

Carlson previously worked as superintendent of
switch products, quality control manager, and process
engineering supervisor for Honeywell Micro Switch,
Freeport, IL.

Leonard Lacaze Jr. has been promoted to manager
of engineering, industrial products for ITT Cannon
Electric, Santa Ana, CA.

Robert C. Enright, general manager, rectangular
and industrial products for this division of Interna-
tional Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, said
Lacaze will supervise design engineering of connectors
for the industrial and automotive markets.

A U.S. Navy veteran, Lacaze joined ITT Cannon in
1976 as product design specialist. He was promoted to
supervisor of engineering in 1978.

Before joining ITT Cannon, Lacaze worked for
Westinghouse Air Brakes, Peoria, IL, and Ford Motor
Company.

Micro Automation has named O.T. Ewe, 37, its
sales and service manager for the Asia Pacific area. He
reports to John Spangberg, the firm's vice president,
sales.

Ewe has 18 years' experience in the semiconductor
and electronics industries. Most recently, he was
manufacturing engineering manager in National Semi-
conductor's Bandung, Indonesia, facility. There his
duties included engineering and maintenance supervi-
sion of assembly and end -of -line facilities, with
responsibility for a total work force of more than 400.

In his new position, Ewe will handle all sales and
customer service responsibilities for Micro Automa-
tion's product line in the Asia Pacific Area, from the
area office in Singapore.
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Understanding synchronous
demodulation By Jim Smith, CET, Sencore National Accounts Manager

and Greg Carey, Sencore Chief Field Engineer

Although possible for decades, synchronous demodulation for video signals
was not used in color TV receivers until integrated circuits reduced the
manufacturing costs. Theory and practical adjustment of synchronous
detectors are covered in this adaptation from a Sencore technical bulletin.

Germanium diodes have been
used for years as video detectors in
TV receivers, even though better
demodulators were known. Diode
demodulators are uncomplicated
while other systems then were cost-
ly. Modern integrated circuits have
changed this by allowing superior
performance from synchronous
demodulators at an affordable cost.

The following review covers the
operation and shortcomings of
diode -type video detectors.

Diode detection
A video diode detector rectifies

radio frequencies exactly as a
power -supply diode rectifies 60Hz
power. The halfwave recitification
has IF sinewaves at the diode input
and half cycles at the output (Figure
1). Resistance and capacitance
filters fill in the spaces between
these half cycles, thus providing a
video signal of approximately the

Figure 1 A diode -type
video detector operates
by rectification of the
incoming IF -signal sine
waves. Output of the
diode consists of dc
pulses that are smoothed
by the resistance/capa-
citance filter to form
the original modulation.

Figure 2 This is a
simplified schematic
of a typical synchronous
detector. Transistors
Q5, 06 and Q7 form a
differential amplifier.
07 is called a constant
current source, and
maintains the total 05
and Q6 current at a
fixed level.

same waveshape as the original
modulation.

Diode detectors have four basic
shortcomings: (1) the input signal
must exceed a certain level before
diode conduction can begin; (2)
diodes have a nonlinear knee; (3)
beat -frequency distortion is caused
by the nonlinearity; (4) and a diode
detector accepts any signal that is
applied to it, including adjacent -
channel sound signals or adjacent -
channel video.

Two of the shortcomings, the
beat interference and the ability to
detect whatever is applied to its in-
put, can be reduced to an acceptable
level by the addition of traps in the
IF stages to reduce the adjacent -
channel sound and adjacent -channel
video signals. The traps reduce these
two interfering signals to such a
small level that they do not usually
reach the diode to be detected or
create interference beats.

rr
1.1

.it
OUT

The 920KHz beat interference
created by the mixing of the
42.17MHz color carrier and the
41.25MHz sound carrier is more dif-
ficult to reduce in the detected
video, because this frequency is in
the middle of the video spectrum.
This 920KHz beat is reduced by
trapping the sound signal to an ex-
tremely low level and removing the
signal before it reaches the video
detector. The sound then must be
detected with another diode to
change it from 41.25MHz to the
4.5MHz IF signal that is amplified
in the sound IF circuits.

The effects of the diode on
linearity of the detected signal can
be reduced by increasing the applied
signal level. The non-linear portion,
which includes the threshold voltage
and knee of the diode, will then be a
small part of the overall signal. This
will reduce the effect, but not
eliminate it completely. This means
that the IF stages will have to pro-
vide more gain. Yet high -gain stages
in the IF often add more distortion
and noise to the detected signal.

Technically, the simple diode is
not the best choice for a video detec-
tor, but until recently, it was the on-
ly economical answer for the design
engineer.

The synchronous detector re-
quired about 50 additional parts, in-
cluding closely matched transistors
and resistors. IC technology has
made the synchronous detector
economically feasible for the design
engineer to use in TV receivers. It is,
for example, easy to make the
matched transistors that are re-
quired for the synchronous detector
on an IC chip.

Operation of
synchronous demodulators

Attempting to understand the
operation of the synchronous detec-
tor all at one time is complicated by

Vides Oin
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Demodulation

the three distinct circuits that per-
form completely different func-
tions. These circuits are: (1) The car-
rier generator; (2) the bridge made

Out
1

05

Equal
Current

Flow

Out
2

R1
IF Input

R2

1i

Figure 3 These are the current paths
when the differential amplifier has zero
signal at its input.

up of the four "carrier switching"
transistors; and (3) the differential
amplifier.

In Figure 2, transistors Q5, Q6
and Q7 form a differential amplifi-
er. Q7 is called a constant -current

R1

Out
1

05
Increased

Current

Reduced I

Current

IF Input

06
Out

2

R2

07

n

Figure 4 A positive -going signal at the IF
input increases the 05 current and
equally decreases the Q6 current. The
Q7 current remains fixed.

Figure 6 This simplified
schematic shows only
the carrier generator
and the four switching
transistors.

Figure 7 The four switching transistors operated essen-
tially as on/off switches. Therefore, with the conducting
transistors shown as a wire and the nonconducting tran-
sistors omitted, this is the bridge action during a positive
half -cycle of the IF signal.

F
input

irk)

Detector
Ttining

Coil

e+

source; the heart of a differential
amplifier. Its only job is to provide
a regulated amount of current
through both Q5 and Q6.

A differential amplifier schematic
drawn without the switching bridge

Out
1

05
Reduced
Current

R1
IF Input

Increased
Current

06
Out

2

...i U R2

07

17

r-%iU

Figure 5 A negative -going signal
reverses the current pattern, with
decreased 05 current and increased Q6
current. Again, the Q7 (total 05 and 06)
current remains unchanged.

Carrier
Generator

02 01

)C- ,

03 '`. 04

+

Figure 8 During the negative half -cycle of IF signal, the
switching transistors and differential amplifier have these
output signal polarities.
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steps (Figures 9 and 10) with mini-
mum overshoot on the steps.

5. Adjust the balance of the IF
stages in the normal manner, start-
ing with the sensitivity adjustment
of the tuner and first IF input, then
the second IF for proper balance.

NOTE: Do not adjust any of the
synchronous detector adjustments
for IF response. The signal shaping
occurs in the IF stages and not in the
synchronous detector.

Aligning a Zenith sith limiter coil
Used this method for Zeniths with

limiter coils:
1. Adjust the detector -level -con-

trol for + 8.5V at test point Cl.
2. Connect the VA -48 RF/IF

cable to the input of the third IF
stage and adjust the RF/IF switch to
the third -IF position. Use the special
bandpass-output point on the IF cir-
cuit board. Adjust the RF/IF-level
control for a stable output signal.
Do not be surprised that the pattern
is stable at only one setting of the
level control, because the injection
follows the AGC-controlled stages.

3. Adjust the limiter coil for the
least amount of overshoot on the
low frequency bars and stairsteps.
Be sure not to compress the sync
pulse.

4. Adjust the 45.75MHz oscillator
coil through its entire range and
note the two points that the
oscillator drops out or goes out of
sync and produces noise. Set the
slug of the 45.75MHz oscillator coin
halfway between these two points
for best operation and aging of the
circuit components.

5. Move the VA48 RF-IF cable to
the UHF input on the VHF tuner
and adjust the IF stages for the pro-
per response of the bar -sweep pat-
tern at the video -detector output,
with the VA48 RF-IF selector set to
the tuner -sub position.

NOTE: It is recommended that
the amplitude of the last two bars
(3.02 and 3.56MHz) be kept to
about 70% in amplitude when com-
pared to the 0.188KHz reference
bar. This will provide the best high -
frequency detail and more closely
match the bandpass of the video
amplifier circuits in the receiver.

Correct reference and limiter ad-
justments are shown by the Figure
11 waveforms, while incorrect ad-
justments are shown by Figure 12
and Figure 13.
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Zenith vertical-sweep system
By Carl Babcoke, CET, Electronic Consultants

The vertical count -down and deflection system in a Zenith System -3 color
TV receiver has few components, and it appears to be simple. However,
the simplicity is possible only because of a sophisticated -design
integrated circuit. Explanations of circuit operation are followed
by troubleshooting tips and methods.

Excellent vertical linearity (Figure
1) is provided by the vertical -sweep
circuit in each 1981 Zenith System -3
color receiver. This is coupled with
an outstanding stability achieved
without any critical components or
adjustments.

All transistors of previous designs
(except the power outputs) have
been replaced with one integrated
circuit (IC2126). The vertical com-
ponents are on the lower half of
module M2 (Figure 2). Replacement
of module M2 should solve all ver-
tical malfunctions, except those
from yoke or power -supply defects.

Although the troubleshooting of
vertical -circuit failures appears to be
unnecessary because module ex-

Figure 1 A crosshatch pattern shows
that the System -3 Zenith vertical lineari-
ty is good. Only one vertical control is
supplied: the height adjustment. The cir-
cuit automatically corrects for minor
linearity changes, even during extreme
height adjustments. No locking control
is needed because of the countdown
operation.

change is so easy, there are two im-
portant reasons for understanding
the stage -by -stage vertical deflec-
tion. First, the circuits are unique
and radically different from
previous designs. Therefore, they
should be interesting to all techni-
cians who want to understand these
newer solid-state designs. Also,
after the manufacturer's warranty
has expired, repairs at the compo-
nent level will be profitable for
technicians who know troubleshoot-
ing methods and understand the cir-
cuit operation.

Countdown and driver operation
The Figure 3 schematic shows the

complete vertical -sweep system of
module M2 plus the yoke. Also in-
cluded are important waveforms,
along with dc and peak -to -peak ac
voltages.

Both vertical and horizontal drive
signals begin with the 503kHz
oscillator on MI module (MI also
has tuners and IFs). This 503kHz
signal is sent to IC2126 pin 9 on the
M2 module (Figure 3). Frequency
dividers in IC2126 produce
15734.4Hz for horizontal drive (pin
11 signal sent to M10) and 59.94Hz
for vertical deflection (pin 6 signal
for Q126 base).

Notice that malfunctions of ver-
tical and horizontal sweep can occur
in Ml, M2 or M10 modules.

IC2126 also selects standard or
non-standard operation of the
vertical -drive signal coming from

pin 6.
Almost none of the countdown or

mode -selection operation in IC2126
can be tested. Therefore, the follow-
ing explanation is based on the
Zenith TP24 Technical -Training
Program.

Zenith lists three improvements
for the System -3 vertical countdown
system. (1) Vertical pull -in is virtual-
ly instantaneous following channel
changes. (2) Vertical stability is bet-
ter with non-standard video signals,
such as video games, CATV sig-
nals and videocassette recorders
(especially in the speed -search
mode). (3) Horizontal and vertical
start-up is more dependable at low
line voltages.

The vertical -count -down (VCD)
frequency range during non-stan-
dard operation has been increased
from 46-64Hz to 46-86Hz. The in-
ternal phasing circuit identifies
whether the video signal has the
standard 525 lines per frame, and a
noise detector has been added to
help identification of video.

One of two countdown modes is
chosen automatically by the
IC. Standard operation is selected
when the signal conforms to broad-
cast specifications. The non-
standard mode is used for other
types of video signals, particularly
those not having a phase -locked
262.5 -to -one ratio between hori-
zontal and vertical sync.

Standard -mode operation - The
standard mode is selected by IC2126
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Figure 2 Arrows point out locations of important vertical -deflection components on
the M2 module.

when it finds equalizing pulses in the
composite sync plus a coincidence
between the internal divider
525 -count and the vertical sync at
IC2126 pin 12. The correct phase -
locked vertical -drive signal at
IC2126 pin 6 is obtained by internal
dividers from the horizontal -drive
signal at pin 11.

Phasing between the sync pulse
and the vertical -drive signal is com-
pared, but not during all fields.
Therefore, noise cannot cause in-
stability. Seven consecutive samples
of in -phase signals cause non-
standard operation to be switched to
standard operation, and eight con-
secutive samples of out -of -phase
sync and sweep will cause a change
to non-standard operation.

Noise is made up of many narrow
pulses that can simulate erratic
vertical -sync pulses. Therefore,
noise pulses in standard broadcast
video might be interpreted as non-
standard sync, thus producing an
unwanted change from standard
operation. To prevent this, a noise
detector has been added. When the

detector shows that noise is present,
the circuit searches for equalizing
pulses. If equalizing pulses are
found, the switch to standard opera-
tion is made. Otherwise, non-stan-
dard operation is selected.

Non -standard -mode opera-
tion-The countdown system
counts the number of equalizing
pulses during the vertical -drive
period. Nine or more equalizing
pulses counted by the mode -
recognition circuit are usually suffi-
cient to identify a signal as stan-
dard.

A non -broadcast signal, however,
might have the correct number of
equalizing pulses but not have 525
lines of video per frame. Standard
operation is not desired for such
signals. An improved phasing cir-
cuit identifies this situation and
forces the countdown system to
operate in the non-standard mode.

1C2126 voltages and signals
General functions of IC2126 and

some of the signals have been
discussed. Practical troubleshooting
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Vertical sweep
demands more. No IC can operate
without supply voltage, for exam-
ple. Pin 1 should have about + 12V,
while pin 14 is the IC ground return.
These should be tested first.

Unfiltered composite sync enters
IC2126 at pin 13. This is the source
of equalizing pulses needed for iden-
tification of standard video. After
filtering by U151A/C132 and
U151B/C130, the resulting vertical
sync reaches pin 12. It is used for
comparison with the divided vertical
signal. The function of pin 4 is
obscure; perhaps it is merely the
source of positive voltage for pin 12.

IC2126 pin 9 accepts the 503kHz
sinewaves from MI module. In-
cidentally, the pin -9 wiring of
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Figure 3 This schematic of the complete Zenith
System -3 vertical -sweep system includes dc voltages
and waveforms measured in the sample receiver. All
waveforms were photographed at the vertical -sweep
rate except W1, W2, W3, W4 and W17.

Figure 3 is different from the Zenith
schematic because it conforms to
the actual M2 wiring. A later
modification probably accounts for
the discrepancy.

Pin 5 has a waveform (taken from
the low end of the yoke winding)
that corrects for vertical non -
linearity.

Waveform W6 at pin 3 is a
sawtooth for comparison with the
yoke's sawtooth of current. Dif-
ferences between the two sawteeth
produce linearity correction.

Pin 10 has narrow positive -going
pulses (W7) without any clear func-
tion. Probably the bypassed Vdc is
essential while the waveform is in-
cidental.

Variations of pin 2 dc voltage (by
the height control) produce the
desired picture height. The small
waveform found there apparently
has no function.

W8 at pin 7 becomes vertical
blanking when it is applied to pin 7
of luminance IC2226.

Vertical -drive waveform W9 at
pin 6 appears to consist only of
negative -going pulses with a small
sawtooth on the right. Waveform
W13 at the sweep output has
positive -going pulses and a smaller
sawtooth. It appears logical that the
output transistors (Q176 and Q126)
merely invert and amplify the W9
drive waveform, while any minor
discrepancies between input and
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Figure 4 Three of these waveforms have the zero -voltage line to show where conduc-
tion should occur. Some waveforms are similar to those in Figure 6, which have addi-
tional information. (A) Base signal of power -output transistor 0126 has zero volts at
the tips of negative -going pulses, followed by a plateau at +0.6V (that allows almost
zero C/E current). Increasing C/E current flows during the sawtooth segment.
Therefore, Q126 draws current only during the second half of deflection. Scope ver-
tical was adjusted for 0.2V/div. (B) The Q176 B/E signal has about + 0.7V at the begin-
ning of the sweep (0.2V/div). Therefore, the C/E current is maximum at that point,
followed by decreasing current to zero at the center of sweep. No Q176 current flows
during the second half of sweep. (C) The scope leads were connected across diode
CR127 to locate the zero line (0.5V/div.). Since diodes have little conduction below
0.6V of forward bias, CR127 does not pass appreciable current until about the center
of deflection. (D) These waveforms are included to show the phase between them.
Top trace is the output waveform to the yoke, center trace shows the voltage
waveforms across C176 (notice the minimum voltage at retrace and the maximum
voltage at the center of trace; also, compare to Figure 3 W14, which was scoped to
ground), while the sawtooth at bottom is the current waveform through C176 and the
yoke.

Vertical sweep

output waveforms are caused by the
automatic linearity correction. Al-
though that conclusion is logical, it
is incorrect.

The Figure 4 waveforms offer
first proof that the previous theory
has no merit. When the zero -voltage
line is added to the Figure -3 W 10
Q126 -base waveform producing
Figure 4A, it is clear that Q126 has
zero bias during the vertical -retrace
time, followed by insufficient bias
for half the sweep time. Therefore,
linear amplification is impossible.

Technicians who have followed
previous articles of the new color
TV series will remember that silicon
power transistors cannot develop
any appreciable collector/emitter
current unless the base/emitter for-
ward bias exceeds about + 0.6V.

That condition applies here, also.
Because of this, Q126 should have

no collector/emitter current until
the sawtooth begins to increase the
base voltage above +0.6V (at the
center of the scope cycle and the
center of vertical deflection, also).
Figure 6A waveforms show base
voltage and emitter current, thus
proving that no Q126 B/E current
flows until the start of the base saw -
tooth.

Therefore, the positive pulse in
the Q126 collector and the sweep-

output waveform cannot come from
amplification and inversion of the
negative -going base pulses. Evident-
ly, the Q126 base pulses are needed
only to turn off the C/E current
completely and rapidly at the end of
each cycle, which initiates the sweep
retrace. Otherwise, Q126 ignores the
negative -going base pulses.

Another important conclusion:
Q126 C/E current flows only during
the second half of deflection (bot-
tom of the raster). Therefore, Q176
must supply the opposite yoke cur-
rent during the first half (top of
raster). However, Q176 appears to
have no connection with the IC2126
pin -6 drive signal. Perhaps Q126
drives Q176 because Q176 is be-
tween Q126 and the +63V supply
voltage. Unfortunately, the Q126
collector appears to drive both the
base and emitter of Q176, which is
not a logical arrangement.

Vertical output analysis
One important point during any

analysis of vertical or horizontal
sweep is: The amount of deflection
depends on the magnetic strength of
the yoke, and in turn the strength
depends on the current and the in-
ductance of the yoke windings.
Voltage is not important, except to
overcome the losses from resistance.
Although specific voltage wave-
forms are generated in deflection
circuits, these waveforms have little
value beyond indicating correct
operation. In this vertical -output
stage, analysis of the current is fore-
most.

Figure 5 shows simplified
schematics illustrating five steps of
the Zenith vertical -deflection cycle.
The multitude of such points have
been combined by indicating
whether the current is increasing or
decreasing, or if the yoke capacitor
is being charged or drained. The ar-
rows indicating current flow are
placed for the obsolete idea that cur-
rent begins at the positive source
and ends at the negative. Electron -

flow purists can imagine all arrows
in the opposite direction.

Analysis of continuing operations
must assume a starting point. For
this analysis, the starting point is the
end of the retrace cycle where max-
imum Q176 current is charging the
C176 yoke -coupling capacitor.

Sweep at top-In Figure 5A at the
end of retrace and the beginning of
trace at the top of the raster, Q126 is
drawing zero C/E current because
its base voltage is zero (tip of Figure
4A negative -going pulse). Switching
diode CR127 also is open, because
the cathode is more positive than its
anode (Figure 4C).

While Q126 and CR127 are open,
the Q176 base receives a large for-
ward bias (Figure 4B) through the
combined 1150 i2 resistance of
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Figure 5 Five simplified schematics clarify
operation of the output transistors during
these steps. (A) Retrace has just been initiated
by the sudden cessation of Q126 collector cur-
rent. At the start of sweep, both CR127 and
Q126 are open. Thus 0176 has a large forward
bias and strong current that flows through
the yoke to C176. (B) As C176 charges, the
current flow decreases. Just before the center
of deflection is reached, Q126 and CR127
begin to pass a small current which turns off
Q176. (C) At the center of sweep, 0176 and
0126 are drawing equally small amounts of
current. Therefore, no current flows through
the yoke. C176 has reached maximum voltage
charge. (D) The 0126 base sawtooth causes an
increasing CIE current which comes from
C176, flowing in reverse of the 0176 current.
This decreases the C176 charge. (E) At the end
of trace (bottom of raster), the 0126 base
sawtooth has reached its maximum and the
0126 CIE current is maximum. Retrace re-
verses these steps.
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Figure 6 These waveforms have had the faint vertical lines touched up to provide
clarity, and voltages are marked on the waveforms. (A) Dual -trace waveforms prove
that the 0126 base signal does not produce CIE current until the sawtooth begins.
The top trace is base voltage and the lower trace is emitter current of 0126. (B) These
are the base -voltage (top trace) and emitter -current (lower trace) waveforms of 0176.
Current flows only during the first half of sweep. (C) Currents of 0176 (top trace) and
0126 (lower trace) are compared. The lower trace has been inverted by the scope to
show the reversed current flow through the yoke. (D) Triple exposure gives a phase
comparison between the vertical -output waveform (top), C176 voltage (center) and
the C176 and yoke current (bottom). (E) In addition to the CR127 voltages and zero
line, an extra vertical line has been strengthened. This line at the end of retrace has a
very short rise time and normally cannot be seen unless the retrace area is greatly
expanded by the triggered scope (a B&K Precision model 1535 was used here).
Remember that CR127 forward bias (anode more positive than the cathode) is pro-
duced largely by Q126 current, and the curve levels off because of the inherent diode -
type voltage regulation. (F) An average -voltage line and a zero -voltage line were
added by scope to the vertical -output voltage waveform. At the yoke's high side, the
voltage never dips below about + 3V. Neither is C176 drained to zero.

Vertical sweep

U151F plus U151G (Figure 3 has
complete schematic) because the
lower legs (RX135 through Q126 to
ground, and RX135 through CR127
and RX157 to RX176 at the Q176
emitter) of the base voltage divider
are open.

The huge Q176 forward bias pro-
duces maximum Q176 C/E current,

which rapidly charges C176 through
the yoke winding (note the double
arrows). Downward -pointing ar-
rows of yoke current represent pro-
per polarity for moving the CRT
scanning downward across the
screen.

As C176 accepts the charge, its dc
voltage rises (Figure 4D, center),
and the Q176 emitter voltage rises
faster than the base voltage. This
reduces the forward bias and de-

creases the emitter current that
charges C176 through the yoke. At
the same time, current flow is de-
creasing as the C176 voltage in-
creases (normal charging action).
Therefore, two effects reduce the
C176 (and yoke) current.

Sweep during top half- Figure 5B
shows the decreasing yoke current
and the beginning of the resistance
changes in Q126 and CR127. Their
equivalent resistances are shown
here as variable controls, because
that is the action.

Remember that maximum voltage
and maximum current in a pure
capacitance are 90° out of phase,
and so it is with C176. Maximum
C176 (and yoke) current occurs at
the beginning of trace. Then the
C176 voltage increases to maximum
at the center of vertical trace at the
same time the current reaches zero.

Figure 4D compares the sweep
output -voltage waveform, the C176
voltage waveform, and the yoke/
C176 current waveform. These
waveforms verify the previous ex-
planation.

Diode CR127 begins to conduct at
the end of the top sweep, which de-
creases the Q176 forward bias,
hastening the turn-off of Q176.

Sweep at center-Yoke current
must completely cease twice during
each vertical cycle: once at the raster
center during retrace, and again at
the center during downward trace
(Figure 5C). Q176 is biased to cut-
off (Figure 6B), Q126 conduction is
barely beginning (Figure 6A), C176
voltage is maximum while its cur-
rent is zero (Figure 6D), yoke cur-
rent is zero, and CR127 is partially
conducting (Figure 6E).

Bottom -half sweep-In Figure
5D, the Q126 base signal is tracing
the Figures 4A and 6A sawteeth be-
tween +0.6V and +0.7V, which
gradually increases the C/E current.
Switching diode CR127 passes suffi-
cient current to produce a constant
0.6V drop across it. Q176 is biased
to cut-off (Figures 4B and 6B), and
the 1150 it and 51s2 resistances are
too high to furnish any significant
current. Therefore, QI26 collector
current comes from the charge
previously placed in CI76. Notice
the upward arrows that show revers-
ed current through the yoke.

During this step, the yoke current
gradually increases to maximum,
which occurs just before retrace.

Sweep at extreme bottom -Re-
versed or negative yoke current has
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Figure 7 A comparison is made between raster height and sweep waveforms when
the height control is adjusted. The to evision screen shows a crosshatch pattern,
while the scope waveforms are the 0126 base (top trace) and the output signal (lower
trace). (A) Normal height adjustment produces a full raster with good linearity. (B)
Min mum adjustment of 8126 reduced the picture height and narrowed the retrace
spikes in both waveforms. (C) Maximum height adjustment overscanned the screen
and broadened the retrace spikes in the waveforms.

reached maximum (Figure 5E) as
the Q126 base sawtooth reaches
+0.7V. Q:76 remains cut off.

The voltage across C176 meas-
ured + 31V at maximum (center of
sweep) and + 23V at minimum (re-
trace). Thus the capacitor is never
completely discharged. Maximum
voltage at the sweep output (vert
high) is about 32V, and minimum is
13V at the low point of the wave-
form. Tnese figures neglect the large
retrace positive -going spike formed
by the collapsing yoke field at the
beginning of retrace. This spike is
clipped by CR151 (Figure 3) when
the amplitLde exceeds the +63V
supply.

Retrace-The ne)t negative -going
pulse (Figure 4A) at the Q126 base
initiates retrace by cutting off Q126

collector -to -emitter current. Loss of
Q126 C/E current stops the yoke
current, thus rapidly bringing the
sweep back to the center of the
screen. Cessation of Q126 current
also removes the forward bias from
CR127; this produces a huge for-
ward bias at the Q176 base. The
strong forward bias forces Q176 to
draw a large current that snaps the
sweep back to the extreme tcp of the
screen. This is the point where the
description started. This completes
one cycle of trace and retrace.

Automatic linearity
Minor nonlinearity is corrected by

a sample of the sawtooth yoke cur-
rent that is taken from the negative
end of C176, the yoke -coupling
capacitor (see Figure 3).
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Figure 8 Nine vertical -sweep defects were simulated, the television crosshalch pattern was photographed, and the 0126 -base
and the sweep output waveforms were recorded. (A) These are normal conditions for comparison. (B) A 5S2 resistance was added
in series with the Q126 emitter. This simulates a bad joint to ground. Notice the foldover at the bottom, where Q126 current
should be maximum. (C) A 47052 leakage between the collector and emitter of 0126 produced a loss of top deflection. (D) An
open C151 made a slight linearity change. Also, the waveform tips became tilted. (E) A short across RX159 (in the yoke return)
removed most of the linearity correction and gave excessive drive to Q126. The non-linear sweep gave tremendous height that
obscured the crosshatch. Notice the pincushioning of vertical lines. (F) A 1052 short across CR127 gave top foldover. A 2 SZ short
increased the foldover. (G) Reduced height at the bottom, but no foldover, resulted from a 4752 leakage across C176. Notice that
the Q126 conduction occured too late. (H) A 4752 leakage across the collector and emitter of 0176 made little change in the
crosshatch, but 0126 evidently was forced to conduct over about 80% of each cycle. It is likely Q126 would operate too warm and
eventually fail from this defect. (I) Leakage of 270051 across C131 (in the linearity -correction signal to IC2126 pin 5) produced top
retrace foldover and highly distorted scope waveforms.

Vertical sweep

A waveform of yoke current can
be obtained by adding a low -value
resistance in series with the yoke
coil. The current causes a voltage
drop across the resistance, produc-
ing a voltage waveform identical to
the current waveform.

In a System -3 Zenith, the current
waveform is obtained across RX159,
a 1st, 5W power resistor. This wave-
form (W15V) is modified slightly by
C152 that is paralleled by 470 st
U151E, then is passed through C131
and R130 to pin 5 of 1C2126. Resis-

tors U151D and U151C also play a
minor part.

Inside IC2126, the W16V yoke -
current waveform is compared to
W6V. Only the retrace edges have
appreciable differences. From the
comparison comes an error -correc-
tion signal that affects the driving
waveform at pin 6 (W9V).

Effects of height adjustments
A crosshatch pattern is best for

identifying vertical non -linearity. In
Figure 7, a crosshatch pattern re-
veals the excellent vertical linearity
obtained at normal, minimum and

maximum adjustments of the height
control. There is no linearity control
or other adjustment.

Notice that waveforms of the
Q126 -base signal (top) and the
vertical -output signal (bottom) ex-
hibit no significant changes during
height adjustments except for varia-
tions in the width of pulses that oc-
cur during vertical retrace.

Q176 drive
The operating principle of this

output stage is completely different
from previous complementary push-
pull stages. Q126 is driven by the in -
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tegrated circuit in conventional
fashion. But the IC does not drive
Q176. In Figure 3, it appears that
the collector of Q126 drives either
the base or emitter of Q176 (it is
connected through components to
both). Even that is an illusion.

Actually, Q126 and CR127 to-
gether operate to heavily bias the
Q176 base at the center of retrace.
This step is precisely triggered.
However, the turn -on of Q176 re-
quires the turn-off of Q126. Q126
and Q176 operate alternately. Con-
sequently, it is not possible for one
to supply the other with a drive
signal. After Q176 is triggered into
full current by Q126 and CR127, it
has a gradually decreasing current
without interference from Q126 or
CR127 until shortly before the zero -
current center of sweep. At that
point, Q126 and CR127 operate to
make a proper transition from Q176
current to Q126 current through the
yoke. The circuit cannot operate
properly without a nondefective
CR127 diode.

1111111MENMISIMIll
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CH 3
D II

Troubleshooting vertical sweep
For the first step, always verify

the + 12V and +63V supply volt-
ages (Figure 3). Second, measure all
dc voltages at the IC2126 pins, com-
paring them with Figure 3 and the
Photofact for this model.

Check waveforms W4H (pin 9),
W17H (pin 11), W6V sawtooth (pin
3), W16V (pin 5) and W9V (pin 6).
Remember that a serious failure in
the Q176/Q126 output stage will
distort the W16V and W9V wave-
forms, even when IC2126 is normal.

Any major overload or short in
the Q176/Q126 stage probably will
burn open either RX158 or RX176,
or both. These should be checked
first. Next, an in -circuit transistor
or junction tester should be used on
Q176 and Q126. Although they are
bolted to the module board as
though in a socket, the base and
emitter pins are soldered to the
board. This virtually eliminates any
possibility of poor contacts at base
and emitter, but the transistors are

F

more difficult to remove. If the
transistors remain suspect following
the in -circuit tests, remove them for
more accurate external tests.

Symptoms of defects
Although at was not possible to

verify the symptoms of all parts
defects, the accompanying pictires
and waveforms showing the symp-
toms of simulated malfunctions
should help guide technicians during
troubleshooting of the M2 module.

Figure 8 shows the effects of each
defect by the crosshatch pattern on
the television raster. In addition, the
W1OV Q126 -base waveform (top
trace) and the vertical -output wave-
form at vert-high pin (bottom trace)
are given for each parts defect 0
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Multimeter
Roundup
This year's roundup features information on digital
multimeters as supplied by the manufacturer. For snore
information, please circle the corresponding number on the
Reply Card.

Ballantine Laboratories
Ballentine has available the 3 1/2 -

digit multimeter, model 3028B. It
provides measuring capabilities such
as 20mV full scale sensitivity, and is

available with 100 resolution and
measurements down to 10m11

Seven functions and 35 ranges are
contained in the portable, RMS
responding DMM, which has a 0.43 -
inch LED display. The multimeter
has full EMI shielding and overload
protection (without fuses) on all
ranges and modes, with overload
signaled by a flashing display.

Also available is the model
3036A, 4 1/2 -digit DMM, and the
model 3030A, 'universal' 31/2 digital
portable DMM.

Circle (64) on Reply Card

Beckman Instruments Inc.
The rugged HD -100 DMM is de-

signed with a double thick case, and

is shockproof, waterproof and
drop -proof. The electronics inside,
including LCD and battery, are
shock -mounted and have voltage
ranges that can withstand 1500Vdc
and 1000Vrms, and is protected
from 6kV transient for 10 micro-
seconds.

Other features include 2000 hours
of battery life, 0.25% Vdc accuracy
and single rotary switch operation.

Circle (65) on Reply Card

B&K Precision
The model 2831 is well suited for

all types of lab or bench operation.
The bright, 0.43 -inch -high LED dis-
play is visible under all types of
lighting conditions and allows for
fast, easy reading.

The model, from B&K Precision,
a Dynascan Corporation, has a
10 St range, capable of 0.01st reso-
lution. This range offers the user ac-
curate resistance measurement of
switch and point contacts, motor
and coil windings, and wire lengths.
The 10 Si range provides a means of
locating a shorted winding in a
transformer, motor or coil.

Circle (66) on Reply Card

Model 2845
B&K Precision, a Dynascan Cor-

poration, has available the model
2845 autoranging, hand-held digital
multimeter.

The minicomputer -controlled

DMM has an autoranging feature,
dc accuracy of 0.1 o, and a 3 1/2 -digit
LCD display. Uncomplicated, the
model requires no range switch; a
single pair of test jacks is used for
all measurements. Additional fea-
tures include: RF shielded; overload
protected; safety leads and design;
`LO BATT' indicator; operates from
one 9V battery or ac; and auto-
zero/auto polarity.

Circle (67) on Reply Card

Data Precision Corporation
The model 945 41/2 -digit, hand-

held multimeter measures both ac
and dc voltages with a resolution of
100 up to 1000Vdc and up to
700Vac in five ranges. Both plus and
minus are displayed in dc
measurements, eliminating any
possible ambiguity. Resistance is
measured from 200 .s1 at lOrn st
resolution to 20M s2 in six ranges.

There are five ranges of dc and ac
current measuring from 10nA to
2A. Basic accuracy is -± 0.05%.
Powered by a 9V battery, the unit
features a 0.43 -inch high liquid
crystal display of the high contrast

type. The battery is designed to last
100 hours before requiring replace-
ment. A low -battery light indicates
the end of battery life.

Circle (68) on Reply Card
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Data Tech
The model 30LC, bench -top por-

table DMM has six functions and
five ranges, and features 31/2 -digit
LCD readout, auto -zero and polari-
ty plus enclosed rotary switch
wafers.

Extremely low power consump-
tion allows up to 2400 hours of con-
tinuous operation on four D size
disposable batteries. The 30LC has

a basic accuracy of 0.1% and
features an optional 10A current
range.

Circle (69) on Reply Card

DeForest Electronics
The model MM300 is a 31/2 -digit

multimeter with true rms, 0.5 -inch
LED display and overload indica-
tion. The internal 6V, 2.5 AH bat-
tery provides seven hours of typical

operation. A built-in charger re-
charges battery to 100% of capacity
in 16 hours. Simultaneous operation
and battery charge at reduced rate
are provided by the ac line adaptor.

Circle (70) on Reply Card

Fluke Manufacturing
John Fluke Manufacturing Com-

pany has available a series of hand-
held and bench multimeters. The
series D multimeters have been de-
signed to meet the test and measure-
ment needs of the service technician,
home hobbyist, student or working
engineer.

The series is also designed to
make it possible for the users of
multimeters in these markets to
move from a high quality analog

multimeter to a high quality digital
multimeter with improved accuracy
and ease of use.

In addition to measuring ac and
dc current and resistance, various
instruments deliver such features as
true RMS ac measurements, con-
ductance, diode test and tempera-
ture functions, logic level and con-
tinuity testing, and peak hold
measurements.

Circle (71) on Reply Card

GC Electronics
A 21 -range digital multitester

(Cat. No. 20-200) is one of several
pieces of versatile electronic and
electrical test equipment added to
the GC line. The tester, housed in an
impact -resistant thermoplastic case,
has a 19 -position range selector
switch.

With a 0.5% accuracy mark,
GC's digital multitester features
zero needle adjustment, automatic
overrange, overload protected meter
movement and automatic polarity
indication. Readout is 7 -segment,
4 -digit (0.5 -inch) LED display.

The 43 -range multitester (Cat.
No. 20-210) has a range doubler
switch for increased current -voltage
capability, single -knob range selec-
tor and a 41/2 -inch, 2 -color mirrored

scale to
also features protection against ac-
cidental meter overload and ± 1%
temperature stabilized resistors.

Circle (72) on Reply Card

prevent parallax errors. It

Heath Company
The IM -2215 hand-held portable

digital multimeter is designed for
use in the field. The unit features
high -to -low resistance test voltage
for measuring semiconductors and
in -circuit resistance, built-in
references for in -the -field calibra-
tion and a 31/2 -digit liquid crystal
display.

Five ranges allow ac voltage
measurement to 75V rms and dc

4111111nommommmw

voltage measurement to 1000V,
while the 6 -range resistance function
spans impedance measurement up
to 20M it . Ac and dc current is
measurable to 2000mA. Push-
button switches allow 1 -hand oper-
ation, leaving the other hand free
for probe replacement.

A 9V alkaline battery can provide
up to 200 hours of operation while
the battery condition is continuous-
ly monitored.

Circle (73) on Reply Card

Hickok
The MX series of digital

multimeters, designated the MX 331
and MX 333, both provide 0.1%
basic accuracy, 10M a input im-
pedance and overload protection.

The MX 333 contains two unique
features: VARI-PITCH and LOGI-
TRAK. VARI-PITCH is a built-in
audible signal that changes frequen-
cy proportionate to digital readings,
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and LOGI-TRAK is a self-contained
logic testing capability that com-
bines the features of a high per-
formance logic probe and voltmeter
in one convenient function.

Circle (74) on Reply Card

Hickok
The LX 304 features an easy -to -

read, 1/2 -inch high, 31/2 -digit LCD
display; automatic polarity, zero
and overrange indication; 6 -month
battery life for typical use;
simplified 1 -hand operation; and
rugged construction with excellent
overload characteristics for long
term reliability.

Other features include an auto-
matic decimal point, a built-in low
battery indicator, diode and tran-
sistor testing capability and 0.5%
accuracy on Vdc ranges.

The LX series multimeters are
self-contained, with test leads that
store in the removable, protective
thermoplastic cover. They will with-
stand a 4 -foot drop without loss of
accuracy.

Circle (75) on Reply Card

Julie Research
The JRL DM -1000 series digital

multimeter measures an unknown

quantity with a linearity and ac-
curacy of ±0.0001% (lppm) of full
scale, and with a measurement time
of approximately 1.5 seconds at
rated accuracy.

The DM -1000 series digital
display consists of seven digits; six
significant digits plus a seventh digit
which permits 20% overranging. It
has BCD output logic levels (PL)
available for use in conjunction with
data loggers, output data terminals
or computers.

The DM -1000 series is available as
either a bench or panel mounted
unit approximately 19"x10 1/2 "x8 3/4 ".
Weight of the unit is 40 pounds.

A low cost zero to 12V digital
voltmeter add-on afid a combina-

tion of voltmeter and a lm st to
1.2M t2 digital ohmmeter add-on is
available. The following range ex-
tenders are also available: medium
voltage to 1200V; high voltage to
120kV; low voltage to lOnV; current
ranges to 1200A.

Circle (78) on Reply Card

The
DMM

Keithley
model 128 hand-held beeper
was recently introduced by

Keithley Instruments as part of an
aggresive program of product intro-
ductions for 1981. The model 128 is
a versatile and low priced beeper
DMM, which offers capabilities not
found in more expensive models.

The 128 was developed for the in-
dustrial and consumer service and
repair markets. It offers a 0.5%
basic accuracy, 31/2 -digit resolution
(1mV, 0.1 st ), 10A capability, re-
sistance measurements to 20M st
and five functions.

The 128's beeper feature will
operate on all ranges and functions.
Moreover, the model 128 will dis-
play a reading plus a direction arrow
and activate the beeper simultane-
ously.

The beeper indicates levels above
the threshold when set on volts or
amps; while on ohms, it indicates
levels below the threshold. In all
cases, the display remains active so
that a precise measurement can be
made. A side -mounted switch al-
lows the user to disable the beeper if
desired.

Circle (77) on Reply Card

Model 176
Keithley engineers began the

model 176 project by determining
which capabilities of a bench 4 1/2 -
digit DMM were really useful, and
which just added to the price. The
resulting clean design offers the
following essential features:

Ir1111M11111111

41/2 -digit LCD display with full
range and function accunciators;
0.05% basic accuracy; fully pro-
tected from overload; 20kHz fre-
quency response; 100AV to 1000Vac
and Vdc; lAA to 2Aac and Adc;
0.1st to 20Mr2 ; 1000 -hour battery
life with standard alkaline cells; op-
tional battery eliminator; and exter-
nally accessible current protection
fuse.

Measurements below 20V are
usually more critical than those at
higher voltages, so the model 176
has a 0.05% dc accuracy and ac fre-
quency response to 20kHz on the
lower ranges. The 176's 20V and
1000Vdc measures are specified at
better than 0.1%, while the 200V
and 1000Vac are specified to 5kHz
and lkHz, respectively.

Circle (78) on Reply Card

Leader Instruments
The LDM-855 is a 31/2 -digit

multimeter that is suited to both
laboratory and field applications.

The unit features an audible tone in-
dication, and fully -automatic rang-
ing and semiautomatic zeroing.

In addition to an automatic
polarity indicator and a low battery
warning built into the unit, ac and
dc current measuring functions are
included. A LO st function provides
a reduced test voltage to lower the
risk of damaging components being
tested.

The LDM-855 operates for 1000
hours from two internal "C" cells
(supplied). An instruction manual
and set of test leads is included with
each instrument. The carrying han-
dle also serves as a tilt -up stand.

The instrument uses a 3/4 -inch,
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7 -segment liquid crystal display with
a maximum of 1999. Reversed po-
larity is indicated, and over -ranging
is indicated by a flashing "1" in the
most significant digit position.

All push-button controls are
located on front panel, as are the
test lead receptacles.

Ranges include dc voltage from
0.1mV to 1000V, ac voltages from
1 mV to 1000V, dc current from
1014A to 200mA, ac current from
101.tA to 200mA, resistance from
0.1 CZ to 2000k st

The LDM-855 measures
6 Vsx21/4x47/8 inches. It weighs 1.1
pounds.

Circle (79) on Reply Card

Model LDM-854
The model LDM-854 true RMS

digital multimeter features a wide

range of measurement
including true RMS
ments to 20kHz.

Push-button controls permit the
selection of five ac and dc voltage
ranges, six resistance ranges and five
ac and dc current ranges. Resolu-
tions of 100).4V for ac and dc volt-
age, 100nA for ac and dc current
and 0.1 a for resistance measure-
ments allow use of the LDM-854
where small changes must be
observed.

Features of the LDM-854 include
true RMS ac voltage and current
measurements with automatic zero-
ing and an automatic polarity in-
dicator. The 0.5 -inch LCD display
provides a clear, readable display in-
corporating a "LO BAT" warning
indicator. Accessories include the
LPS-854 ac adapter, the LP -6 high
voltage probe and the CC -854 carry-
ing case.

Dc voltage ranges are 200mV, 2,
20, 200 and 1000V. Accuracy is
± 0.2% of reading, ± 1 digit. Input
impedance is 10M st, 100pF. Max-
imum input is 1000Vdc. Ac voltage
(all measurements are true RMS) at
200mV, 2, 20, 200 and 750Vrms.

capabilities,
ac measure -

Accuracy at 20Hz to 40Hz is ± 1%
of reading, ± 3 digits.

Resistance ranges offered are
200 s -z 2, 20, 2000k12, , and 20M a .
Accuracy is ±0.25% of reading,
± 2 digits except 0.75% of reading,
± 2 digits on 20M a range. Max-
imum input voltate is 250Vrms or
250Vdc.

The LDM-854 operates from an
internal 9V cell, or from 117Vac,
50-60Hz with the optional adapter.

The LDM-854 measures
6 Vax2 1/4 x4 N . It weighs 1.1 pounds
(0.5kg).

Circle (80) on Reply Card

Non -Linear Systems
A portable/bench-type meter that

tests and measures 10 electrical
parameters, 20 functions and 44
ranges is available from Non -Linear
Systems Inc.

The Touch/Test 20 multimeter
measures ac and dc voltage; ac and
dc current; resistance; temperature
in Celsius and Fahrenheit; conduc-
tance; capacitance; and performs
diode/transistor and continuity
tests.

The model features selection and
control of functions, ranges and
power; large, 0.55 -inch high LED
readout; and automatic polarity and
overload indication.
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Also available is the Touch/Test
21, with a large 31/2 -digit, 0.6 -inch
LED readout.

Circle (81) on Reply Card

Optoelectronics
Model TRMS has a 41/2 -digit

LED -readout DMM, giving a basic
Vdc accuracy of 0.04% of reading
± 1 digit, true RMS Vac and Aac

ranges, a precision C/F ther-
mometer and a choice of ac -line or
battery operation.

Circle (82) on Reply Card

Sencore
The DVM56 Microranger from

Sencore is an automatic 41/2 -digit
DVM with many features. The

features include automatic range
changing from zero to 2kV at
0.075% dc accuracy by switching to
dc volts. There is less than a two se-
cond wait for even the highest
range. Internally protected 2kV
automatic measurements can be ex-
tended to 10kV with a 10kV probe,
included; the decimal automatically
shifts. Measurements may be ex-
tended to 50kV with the HP200 high
voltage probe.

Also available from Sencore is the
DVM37 31/2 -digit, 0.1% portable
digital multimeter. The multimeter
comes with an unbreakable Cycolac
case with aluminum panel and tilt
stand carrying handle. The model is
fully protected inside by 8kV tran-
sient and 2kVdc protection on every
function and range, including ohms.

Circle (83) on Reply Card

Simpson Electric Company
The model 465-2 autoranging

DMM is a 3 1/2 -digit 0.1% DMM
that reads out on 0.43 -inch LEDs

- I.4 l9 -1111011

with properly positioned decimal
point, auto polarity and zero blank-
ing.

A special hold function allows the
user to lock the range in use for
faster repeated measurements. All
modes are overload protected. The
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unit is ac operating or battery charg-
ing: 120Vac, 220V and 240Vac
± 10%, 50-400Hz, 6VA nominal.

Circle (84) on Reply Card

Simpson Electric Company
The model 463 compact digital

multimeter has 1/2 -inch, 7 -segment,

1=31=01
nems
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3 1/2 -digit LCD for easy viewing in
daylight or roomlight. It features up
to 200 hours continuous battery
operation on a 9V alkaline tran-
sistor battery.

The unit features 0.1% accuracy
on dc voltage ranges, convenient
push-button range and function
selection, automatic polarity and
zeroing.

Circle (85) on Reply Card

North American Soar Corporation
The model 8010 is a 3 1/2 -digit

LCD multimeter with basic dc ac-
curacy of 0.1%, which includes
high -low limit setting capabilities.
The 8010's limit set function can be
set by two (one high, one low) front
panel adjustable controls. Also, the

FE9.9.9 
  ®

3o1_.

unit has a separate diode test posi-
tion, continuity buzzer, extremely
wide resistance measuring range of
from 0.01 it to 20M Si, plus ac/dc
current to 10A.

The 8010 is housed in a RFI/EMI
shielded ABS plastic case with a
single -knob function, range selector
switch. A shatterproof transparent
window protects the LCD readout
from being scratched or accidentally
damaged. The unit is supplied with
test leads, battery, spare fuse and
the company's 1 -year warranty.

The model 8025 is similar to the
8010, however the basic dc accuracy
is 0.25%. It also has the limit set
function on all ranges and functions
except resistance.

Circle (88) on Reply Card

I riplett ( orporation
The model 4200 digital

multimeter features true RMS con-
version for improved measurement

f

of complex ac signals. Unlike
typical average -detecting mul-
timeters, the model 4200 computes
the true root -mean -square leiel of a
complex ac signal and gives an
equivalent dc output level for highly
accurate measurements.

Like other 4000 series multime-
ters, this unit features fuse overload
protection to 1000V on all ranges,
an easy -view 3 1/2 -digit, 0.43 -inch
LED display, typical accuracy of
± 0.2%, 32 ranges, push-button
function selectors, single range
selection switch with only two input
jacks, auto -zero and auto -polarity
in the voltage and current modes,
plus RI- shielding.

Included are safety test leads, a
combination carrying handle/bench
stand, line cord and instruction
manual. It also includes high volt-
age probes, miniature clip leads for
high density circuits, 30Adc current
shunt, clamp -on ac ammeter and a
man-made leather carrying case.

Circle (87) on Reply Card

Triplett Corporation
The model 3450 is a 24 -range

battery -operated DMM that has a

special ohms range with audible
continuity tone. The unit displays
immediate resistance reading with
no range change needed, plus has a
0.15% basic dc accuracy.

The special range indicates con-
tinuity with a 1/2 second 80dB
musical note, and provides actual
resistance measurement if the circuit
under test is less than 1000

The 31/2 -digit DMM with 1/2 -inch
LCD display also features Hi and
Lo power ohms; overload protec-
tion up to 1000V with special
2A/250V fuse arrangement; no
nuisance fuse blows in volt and ohm
ranges; and a long battery life of 500
hours with the 9V battery. The
display has a low battery indication
with 8 hours battery life remaining.

Its single color -coded range selec-
tor switch, which permits the model
3450 to be operated with only one
hand, selects: 0 to 1000Vdc or Vac
in five ranges, 0 to 20M St resistance
in six ranges and 0 to 200mAac or dc
current in 4 ranges.

The unit includes safety designed
36 -inch long test leads with screw -on
insulated alligator clips, 9V alkaline
battery, wire tilt stand, instruction
manual and a full one-year warran-
ty. Optional accessories include:
carrying cases, clamp -on ammeter
with shunt and line separator, and
miniature hook test leads.

Circle (88) on Reply Card

VIZ Manufacturing
The WD -762 is a general purpose,

bench/portable digital multimeter
designed with advanced LSI cir-
cuitry. The large LCD display clear-
ly indicates both the numerical value
and unit of measurement.
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The WD -762 can measure up to
10A of ac or dc current. The full
range of high or low power ohms is
push-button selectable, thus permit-
ting accurate in or out of circuit
resistance measurements to be easily
made.

The WD -762 is housed in a fully
shielded case so that precise and
stable measurements result when
used in a high R.F. ambient. The
unit is supplied with an ac adapter
as standard equipment. An easy ac-
cess battery compartment and
holder for four "C" size cells is
located in the rear panel.

Circle (89) on Reply Card

VIZ Manufacturing
The WD -763 is an autoranging

general purpose, bench/portable
digital multimeter that features an
AUTO -RANGE mode. This mode
is especially useful when functions
of unknown level are to be
measured.

The ac and dc current ranges are
available in manual range only. The

manual range selection buttons
when depressed can act as a "range
hold" switch, or the unit can func-
tion like an ordinary manual range
digital multimeter.

The WD -763 can measure up to
10A of ac or dc current. Full range
high or low power ohms is push-
button selectable, thus permitting
accurate in or out of circuit
resistance measurements to be easily
made. The WD -763 is housed in a

fully shielded metal case so that
precise and stable measurements
result when used in a high RF am-
bient.

Circle (90) on Reply Card

Weston Instruments
The model 6504 microcomputer -

based portable digital multimeter is
a 41/2 -digit, LCD -display instrument
that offers a full complement of
measurement and computation
facilities in a compact, bench -top
unit.

The unit offers five -range
measurement of dc and ac voltage
and current, with true RMS ac sens-
ing, and six -range measurement of
resistance. Its basic accuracy of
± 0.03% ± 2 digits and its wideband
ac frequency response (to 20kHz)
place it in the forefront of its class.

As a new class of 'intelligent' in-
strument, the model 6504 not only
provides a high level of valuable
computing power for field, shop
and laboratory operations, but does
so in a simple format that is easy to
use and understand. Its pro-
grammed -in automatic self -check-
ing routines make the operating pro-
cedures accurate and foolproof.
And the few push-button keys re-
quired for computation control are
incorporated in the instrument's
range and function controls, and in
its large LCD readout display, on a
panel only 81/2 inches wide by 3 in-
ches high.

The unit is available with two
standard options: a rechargeable
battery that enables complete in ,tru-
ment operation for up to eight hours
without ac power, and an IEEE -488
interface bus that permits the instru-
ment to be used with automatic test
and data acquisition systems.

Circle (91) on Reply Card

DeForest Electronics
The model MM200 features 3'h -

digit full overrange, automatic
polarity, five functions, 1 mV reso-

lution, and fused inputs for protec-
tion. The unit has an 8 -hour re-
chargeable battery or can be ac line
operated.

Circle (92) on Reply Card

Mura Corporation
The model 80-M is suitable for

use where measurements must not
appreciably disturb the circuit being
tested.

This unit features high 50,00011/
Vdc and 12,500 SI/Vac sensitivities
on most ranges. Special circuitry has
been included to protect the meter
movement against accidental over-
load.

Dc voltage can be measured on
any one of seven ranges, while dB
and ac voltage measurements can be
made on six practical ranges. Also
included are four dc current ranges
and four resistance ranges.

In conjunction with a power sup-
ply, the 80-M can be used to
measure capacitance and induc-
tance. A mirror scale has been pro-
vided to help eliminate parallax er-
rors from readings.

A convenient carrying handle
built onto the case can also be used
to position the meter for easy
readings. Built in a high -impact
case, the multimeter is available
with an optional pouch, model
H -8P.

Circle (93) on Reply Card

Workman
Model B70-036 is a pocket -sized

VOM with a leatherette case for
tester and leads. Sensitivity is
20K/V for dc and 10K/V for ac
measurements. Functions are Vdc,
Vac, Adc and resistance.

See your local electronics distributor
for more Information.
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Audio indications
in

digital multimeters

By Carl Babcoke, CET

Years ago when the first digital
multimeters were offered to the elec-
tronic servicing industry, a typical
instrument was large, heavy, ac -
operated, moderately accurate and
susceptible to drift (requiring con-
trols for correction). Also, the units
had only 2 or 21/2 digits, probably in
a Nixie tube. At that time, there
were few advantages over the
vacuum -tube -voltmeters (VTVMs)
that were supreme before solid-
state.

Evolution since then has brought
LED readouts, which are excellent
except for current drain and limited
visibility in bright lighting, and 3 1/2
digits for better resolution. Also,
almost all modern digital multime-
ters (DMMs) have automatic zero-
ing, automatic overrange indication
and automatic placement of deci-
mals. These items are superior to
their VTVM counterparts. Stability
in the presence of stray signals from
TV horizontal -sweep circuits or ex-
treme noise levels has been increas-
ed. This was a problem with some
early DMMs.

Liquid -crystal displays (LCDs)
and MOS or CMOS large -scale -
integration ICs have reduced the
power requirements until a single 9V
battery can operate a DMM for 200
to 2000 hours, depending on the
model.

A refinement era
The basic functions of DMMs

have been improved so efficiently
that no additional revolutionary
developments appear likely. In-
stead, these instruments are being
improved by the addition of minor
(but very important to the techni-
cian) features. Originally, VTVMs
had several advantages over DMMs,
such as: peak -to -peak ac measure-
ments; wide -bandwidth ac readings;
better forward -conduction tests of
diodes using resistance ranges; the
possibility of noticing transient
trends by swinging of the analog -

An audio tone that indicates circuit
continuity is helpful during resistance tests
to show erratic conditions not properly
identified by the slow but accurate digital
readout. Other valuable features are also
discussed. Photographs shown here were
supplied by the manufacturers, and are
included to spotlight unique features that
solve many measurement problems.

meter pointer; and last, shorter set-
tling times before a stable reading
was obtained.

Some of these DMM shortcom-
ings have not been alleviated. Only
one service -type DMM has peak -to -
peak ac readings and decibels,
although several laboratory models
have these features. Few models
have shielded test leads and jacks
that are helpful for reducing pickup
of extraneous signals. There is no
standardization of ac frequency
response. Many models specify ac-
curacy only up to about 500Hz. And
some DMMs have auxiliary indica-
tors or analog meters to rapidly in-
dicate relative readings, or show
peaks and nulls.

Much progress has been made
with other items, however. Most
DMMs now have both low -voltage
and high -voltage ohmmeter ranges
that permit conduction tests of
solid-state junctions, or apply such
a low voltage that the junctions are
almost open so the circuit resis-
tances can be measured.

Dual -voltage resistance ranges are
a great improvement over high -
voltage or low -voltage oper4tion.
There is a better combination,
however: a diode test of the voltage
drop occurring when a constant cur-
rent flows through the diode, plus a
full complement of low -power re-
sistance ranges from 200 it full scale
to at least 20Ms2 full scale. Higher
ranges are needed also.

This combination of tests gives
the best of both worlds. Voltage -
drop diode tests operate well in -

circuit, including power supplies
and output transistors where ohm-
meter tests are of little value. Then
the ohmmeter operation can be held
to extremely low voltages that will
not allow even germanium diodes to
conduct.

Another area showing progress
involves supplying fast indications
that supplement the slow but ac-
curate digital readings. It is not
unusual for DMMs to require one or
two seconds (some range up to 8

seconds) to produce a stable read-
out. One solution is an audio tone to
indicate continuity or other condi-
tion.

Audio -tone DMMS
According to manufacturer's

specifications and results published
in "Reports from the Test Lab"
feature, these digital multimeters
have some type of audio indication
of continuity:
 B&K-Precision model 2845 auto -

ranging DMM (covered in Janu-
ary 1981 Electronic Servicing
starting on page 21);

 Data Precision model 936 porta-
ble DMM (covered in June 1981
ES beginning on page 12);

 Fluke model D-804 (picture with
this article);

 Hickok model MX -333 DMM
covered in February 1981 ES
starting on page 18;

 Keithley model 135 DMM (to be
covered in August 1981 ES);

 Keithley model 128 Beeper DMM;
 Non -Linear Systems model

Touch -Test -21 (picture with this
article);

 Simpson model 467 has visual in-
dication and an analog bar graph
(picture with this article) in addi-
tion to the audible continuity;

 Soar model 8010 uses the conti-
nuity buzzer also for high and low
limits of readings (picture with
this article);

 Sperry model EX -6100 autorang-
ing DMM (covered in June 1981
ES beginning on page 40);

 Triplett model 3450 (to be cov-
ered in the August 1981 issue of
ES);

 and the Weston Roadrunner (it
says "beep -beep").
Honorable mention is earned for

the Beckman 300 series, which has a
visual ohms symbol as an instan-
taneous continuity indicator, in ad-
dition to an excellent diode voltage -

drop test.
The gold medal for the most com-

plete and most effective audio -tone
indication goes to Hickok for its
model MX -333, covered in the
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Figure 2 Fluke model
D-804 DMM features
audio -tone indication
of continuity, tempera-
ture measurements
(with external probe),
and a peak -hold mode.

MOLTIMLIEN

Figure 1 Simpson model 467 has several
unique features, including visual and
audible indications of continuity, arrows
to show a change of signal polarity, true
RMS ac readings, pulse identification,
and an LCD bar graph to show nulls,
peaks and trends.

Figure 4 Non -Linear Systems model
Touch -Test -21 has 20 functions and 44
ranges selected by internal autoranging
and finger touches to the function sym-
bols on the panel. LEDs indicate the func-
tion in use. Additional test functions in-
clude: an audible continuity indication; a
diode test; temperature readings (with
probe); conductance readings; and
capacitance values.

Figure 5 Model 945 from Data Precision
does not have an audible tone, but has a
basic Vdc accuracy of 0.05% and shows a
positive or a negative polarity symbol for
decreased ambiguity. Perhaps the most
unusual feature is that five of the six ohm-
meter ranges can be used to test diodes
at decaded currents. Open probe voltage
is 3.5V. A specified constant current is ap-
plied for each range from 0.1µA on the
20M S2 ange to 1mA on the 2KS2 range,
while the readout shows actual voltage
drop across the diode. A list of these five
voltages can be made into a 5 -point
current -versus -voltage curve.

Figure 3 Soar model 8010
has a continuity buzzer, a
separate diode test, a
shielded case, and basic
Vdc accuracy of 0.1 VO. The
distinctive function,
however, is testing for
high and low limits of
reading. Two controls, one
for high and one for low,
can be adjusted for the
allowable limits. If the
reading exceeds that
range, the buzzer sounds.
This is in addition to the
usual LCD readout.

VZ WD -747
TECH DMM

109%

2f. 20

200

1,00

20A

Figure 6 VIZ model WD -747
is a 4 -function DMM with
tests for PNP- and NPN-
transistor hFE gain. A 4 -pin
socket is provided on the
panel for these transistor
tests.

February 1981 Test Lab Report
beginning on page 18).

Model MX -333 DMM is the only
one uncovered by this investigation
that varies pitch (Hickok calls the
feature Vari-Pitch) according to the
numerical value of the readout, and
that operates on all functions, in-
cluding identification of pulses in
digital signals. The volume of the
audio tone is the highest of those
tested to date. A good voltage -drop
diode test is also supplied.

Comments
An effective audio -tone indicator

is judged to be a valuable addition
to any digital multimeter. Not only

does it give a faster indication of
continuity, but it allows some tests
to be made without requiring the
operator to look at the instrument.
This is an important point in many
practical cases, such as tests made
around integrated circuits where an
instantaneous short between pins (if
a probe slips) can ruin the IC.

An advantage is in checking for
intermittent continuity, where the
digital readout changes much too
slowly. Maximum benefit for these
tests can be obtained only with an
audio tone that begins instantly and
continues until the continuity is
finished. Alternately, the tone
should begin instantly, and, if it en-

dures for only a short time, should
be instantly reset so it can produce
separate tone beeps for erratic
opens.

Several other important features
are illustrated by the pictures and
captions. These include: pulse iden-
tification (Figure 1); temperature
and peak -hold measurements (Fig-
ure 2); adjustable high and low
limits with buzzer sounding for
readings outside those limits (Figure
3); functions selected by touch pads,
along with autoranging, plus diode,
conductance and capacitance tests
(Figure 4); a unique diode test over
five ranges (Figure 5); and transistor
gain checks (Figure 6).
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Maintenance of
relays and solenoids
Selection of replacement relays and solenoids
begins with knowledge of their construction, typical
failures and the reasons for early failure.

A smoked corner of this relay cover gave evidence of
overheated and ruined contacts inside.

By Carl Babcoke, CET, Electronic Consultants Co.

Relays and solenoids are
employed by the millions in in-
dustrial, home appliance and home -
entertainment electronic equipment.
Both relays and solenoids produce
physical movement from electrical
power, but otherwise there are only
superficial resemblances between
them.

Solenoids (Figure 1) usually ac-
tivate a valve or move a lever. The

advantage over mechanical methods
is that the valve or lever can be mov-
ed by an electrical signal from a
distance. This allows a more con-
venient layout of equipment or per-
mits sophisticated control by electric
power from a timer, a sequencer, a
panel switch or an industrial com-
puter. One uncomplicated example
is shutting off water flow by a
solenoid -controlled valve when a

full tank activates a sensor.
On the other hand, relays use

electric power to activate electrical
contacts that in turn perform the re-
quired switching. A small switch or
sensor can control a tiny relay that
turns on and off large amounts of
power.

Electric contacts fail more often
than all other relay parts. Solenoids
normally have no contacts;
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Figure 1 One type of solenoid for
continuous -duty operation is arranged in
almost power -transformer fashion, but with
the center leg of the core made movable. (A)
Before power is applied, a spring or a
linkage holds the plunger out of the core,
leaving an air gap at each end. (B) When
Vac power is applied, the magnetic pull be-
tween plunger and core pulls the plunger in-
to a tight fit with minimum air gap at the
ends.

Figure 2 A relay for Vdc operation of the
coil is shown. Ac types are slightly dif-
ferent. A magnetic path travels from one
end of the core to the other through the
metal bracket and the armature to its air
gap. When dc power is applied to the
coil, the magnetic field across the gap
between armature and core pulls down
the armature, against the force of the
tension spring. Movement of the ar-
mature also opens and closes the con-
tacts. The most common defects are
burned contacts.
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therefore, solenoids require far less
maintenance or replacement than
relays do.

Relay information
Figure 2 shows a drawing of a

typical relay and its basic com-
ponents. Clearly, the concept is sim-
ple, consisting of a pivoting ar-
mature that moves one or more in-
sulated switch contacts. When no
power is applied to the elec-
tromagnetic coil, a spring holds the
armature away from the magnetic
core. This unpowered condition
switches on the normally closed
(NC) contacts and opens the nor-
mally open (NO) contacts. Applica-
tion of power to the coil moves the
armature nearer the pole piece of
the core and reverses the switches;
the NC contacts open and the NO
contacts close.

The design of relays for depend-
able and efficient operation over
millions of cycles is difficult,
however, because it involves many
considerations and workable com-
promises. This dependability must
be obtained in hostile industrial en-
vironments, yet each relay must be
as small as possible and the price
must be reasonable.

Many of the design considera-
tions are important, also, in choos-
ing a replacement relay. Therefore,
the following general information is
for the guidance of electronic
technicians.

Contact considerations
Clean metal contacts should pro-

vide a milliohm or less of resistance
when properly activated. There
must be a limit on the current,
however, if this low resistance is to
be maintained. Excessive current
density through the contacts creates
heat that can be intense because of
the small area. Enough heat can
soften the surfaces and create a
metallic bridge that becomes a weld
under some conditions. A weld
causes a short across the contacts,
preventing the contact from open-
ing.

These welds seldom form except
when a load defect causes excessive
contact current. Check the current
before replacing any relay that has
contacts that are welded together. A
good test is to pry the contacts
apart, breaking the weld, and then

Figure 3 An arrow points
to contacts burned by an
overload of current. The
relay was previously
used to protect speakers
from shorts in a powerful
stereo amplifier.

trying the operation. The relay
should be replaced, but often it will
function well enough to check the
load current or other possible causes
of failure.

Particles of solid material can
become embedded in the contact
surfaces, thus increasing the
resistance and the heat. Excessive
arcing can pit the surfaces also
(Figure 3).

Some solid materials on the con-
tact surfaces can be condensed
vapors of Teflon, soldering rosin or
metals from brazing, solder, ad-
hesives or salt from finger greases.
Excessive amounts can cause con-
tact failure.

Other causes of high contact
resistances are surface films from
greases, lubricants, plasticisers,
hydrocarbons, oxygen or water
vapor.

The solid materials directly affect
the performance, while the films
usually do not interfere until car-
bonized by arcing contacts. One
possible film defect is called tunnel-
ing, an effect similar to perforation
of thin insulation material because
of excessive voltage.

These contact defects can occur
without arcing or excessive current
at the contacts. Almost all contact
damage, however, is produced by
arcing transients that are present at
contact opening or closing. It is im-
perative for all electronic techni-
cians to understand contact arc sup-
pression.

Arc suppression
Methods for reducing contact arc-

ing to a minimum vary according to
the type of load supplied by the con-

tacts and whether the power is ac or
dc.

Large starting current
Inrush loads are those that draw a

much higher current at the instant
of contact closing, followed by nor-
mal current. Examples include:
on/off switching of a transformer
primary; ac solenoids; capacitor -
input power supplies; large
capacitors used for arc suppression
without limiting resistances;
tungsten lamps; and some types of
ac motor.

Heavy -current -inrush transients
cause contact damage by producing
some melting at the first point of
continuity. This transfers some
metal from one contact to the other
and roughens the surfaces. Any sur-
face roughness tends to cause ab-
normal heating and early failures.
Extreme cases of inrush transients
can weld the contacts together.

Fine silver contacts are recom-
mended for longest contact life.
Silver -cadmium oxide can be used
to minimize contact sticking.

Also, an appropriate relay should
apply strong force to the contacts
for both closing and opening modes
and must have a minimum of con-
tact bounce.

inductive loads on Vdc
Inductive loads often cause fre-

quent and serious failures of relay
contacts, especially when the power
is dc. Start-up is no problem,
because inductance current rises
slowly. Large arcs, however, are
formed each time the contacts open.

Most explanations of these con-
tact arcs are incomplete or incor-
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rect. One theory is that current
through an inductance tends to con-
tinue flowing, and the arcs are
formed by the inductance's
desperate effort to keep the current
flowing. There is a small truth and a
larger misconception contained in
that belief.

If a perfect inductance could be
constructed (having zero -dc wire
resistance and zero distributed
capacitances), opening the power
switch would instantly reduce the
current to zero. Capacitors are
almost a mirror image of inductors,
and if the discharging current of a
charged capacitor is interrupted by a
switch, the current stops immediate-
ly without any arcing.

Origin of the arcing across relay
contacts (or power -switch contacts)
from switching off inductive loads is
tuned ringing produced by power
from the collapsing inductive field
that charges the coil's stray
capacitance. In other words, energy
from the inductance charges the
capacitance. Next, the capacitance
charge energizes the inductance.
This action continues, with one ele-
ment alternately powering the other,
until the circuit losses reduce the
ringing damped-wavetrain sine -
waves to insignificant.

Scope waveforms of these ringing
transients prove the accuracy of the
previous statements. Unfortunately,
operation of a service scope for this
task does not provide enough
stability of trace to permit sharp
photographs. Therefore, the proper
photographs must be postponed for
another issue, awaiting the acquisi-
tion of a storage scope. In the mean-
time, these generalities about ring-
ing are summarized:
 The amplitude of ringing tran-
sients depends on the energizing
power plus the L/C ratio of the in-
ductance and its stray capacitances
(or added external capacitances).
 A small capacitance vs. a large ef-
ficient inductance (low C/large L)
produces an extremely high voltage
transient. For example, one relay
coil with 10Vdc applied to its field
exhibited 350VPP of transient when
the coil power was removed by a
switch. In one sense, this is a voltage
gain of 35. Ringing from such a low -
C tuned circuit occurs at a very high
frequency.
 When a larger capacitance is con-

nected to the same large and effi-
cient inductance, the ringing has a
lower frequency. Even more impor-
tant, the maximum amplitude is
significantly reduced, almost in in-
verse proportion to the capacitance
change.

From these ground rules, it is
clear that arcing can be greatly
reduced when the inductance
capacitance is increased by adding
paralleling capacitors across either
the inductive load or the relay con-
tacts (Figure 4), because slower ring-
ing has reduced the amplitude. The
ringing persists for a longer time,
but this usually poses no problem
except in special cases of high-speed
operation.

Diode clipping
Virtually all transient amplitude

can be clipped by adding a diode of
the proper polarity across the induc-
tive load (Figure 5). The diode
operates similar to a TV damper
diode. Polarity of the diode does
not interfere with the normal
positive voltage applied to the in-
ductance load. But sudden cessation
of current begins to produce a huge
negative -going voltage spike, which
unchecked would cause a damped
wavetrain, and the diode conducts
strongly to eliminate all but 0.6V of
the transient. When the initial
negative -going voltage pulse is
removed by diode clipping, there
can be no further ringing transients
from that pulse. Therefore, the
diode prevents all switching tran-
sients.

There are some precautions and
tradeoffs. The diode must be a fast -
recovery type, or it cannot clip all
amplitude of high -frequency tran-
sients. A color TV solid-state
damper diode should make a
suitable replacement when the
original characteristics are not
known. Also, some authorities state
that these diode clippers slow the
switching of power. Therefore, the
diode clipper might not be the most
efficient transient -removal system
for applications involving rapid
on/off repetitive switching.

Capacitor -charging current
When a capacitor is connected in

parallel with the relay contacts, as
shown in Figure 4, the degree of
transient decrease depends on the

resistive value of the supply source
and all other loads on it. The reso-
nant circuit is series tuned, and a
high source resistance is not
desirable. On the other hand, a
capacitor across the contacts
minimizes radiation of radio -type
impulse noise compared to a similar
capacitor across the load.

Another problem is that the
capacitor can hasten failure of the
contacts. When the contacts open,
the capacitor reduces the transient's
amplitude as planned. But during
this time, the capacitor becomes
charged by the dc voltage across the
contacts. When the contacts next
close, the capacitor charge is
dissipated by flowing through the
contacts. All capacitor discharge
current is added to the initial load
current, and the total might exceed
the contact safety limit. The hazard
of contact damage is greatest with a
large capacitance and a low load
current through a light -duty relay,
although it can damage other relays
when the suppression requires large
capacitances up to IµF.

A resistor can be added in series
with the capacitor to limit the
discharging current, as shown in
Figure 6. Unfortunately, the resistor
degrades the transient reduction.

Figure 7 presents an excellent
compromise. A diode is placed
across the limiting resistor so the
capacitor charging current (when
the contacts become open) flows
through the capacitor and diode
without impediment from the
resistor. Then when the contacts
close the capacitor current is reduc-
ed, because the diode is reverse bias-
ed and the current must flow
through the resistor.

Servicing relays
Most relay failures involve the

contacts. These contacts might
become self -welded (shorted), open,
erratic or have excessive resistance
that produces too much heat.

The first step, even before
replacement of the relay, is to
establish whether this is a premature
failure or merely an expected end -
of -life failure. Relays that have had
a full lifespan should be replaced
without further question, if the con-
tact load current is normal.

Premature failure of the contacts,
however, justifies an investigation
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Figure 4 Adding a capacitor across the relay contacts or the in-
ductive load reduces the amplitude and decreases the fre-
quency of ringing transients generated when the relay con-
tacts open and remove power from the load. Placement of the
capacitor across the contacts is common, because it
minimizes radiation of noise during relay operation. Optimum
capacitance is the value that minimizes the visible contact arc-
ing. When the contacts close, they short out the capacitor
charge. The additional current can cause premature failure of
the contacts.
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Figure 5 Adding a diode of proper polarity across the relay
coil, as shown, eliminates all coil transients when the con-
tacts open. This will not work for ac.
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Figure 6 Adding a resistor of approximately 100012 in series
with the Figure 4 circuit minimizes contact damage from the
capacitor -discharge current. The resistor, however, slightly
reduces the effectiveness of the transient suppression.

Relay contacts

DCV Supply
or ACV load Switching

diode

DIODE SOLVES
PROBLEM

Inductive
load

Figure 7 Addition of a properly polarized diode in parallel with
the resistor of Figure 6 eliminates the difficulties of these
previous circuits. When the relay contact opens, the capacitor
charges rapidly through the diode, with the resistor effectively
bypassed. When the contact closes, the diode is reverse
biased, so the capacitor discharge current must flow through
the resistor. Thus, the discharge current is limited. The major
transient from the inductive load when the contact opens is a
negative -going spike. The spike can pass easily through the
diode to the capacitor, where it is tuned to a lower frequency
with reduced amplitude.

of the arc -prevention circuitry, plus
measurements of load voltage, cur-
rent or overload conditions. Any
abnormal load measurements
should be restored to specified
tolerances. Also, all defective com-
ponents in the arc -prevention
system should be replaced. Only
after all conditions that can cause
early contact failures have been cor-

rected should a replacement relay be
installed.

A replacement relay should have
the same coil resistance and voltage
rating. Underpowered coils cause
excessive arcing between the con-
tacts, because the contacts cannot
be forced together or apart forceful-
ly or rapidly enough.

If a replacement relay does not

have a contact maximum -current
rating that is identical to the
original, select one of slightly higher
current rating. Never use one of
lower rating.

Relay coils usually fail in one of
two ways. The winding can become
open from internal corrosion or ex-
posure to high humidity. Shorts be-
tween turns can produce different
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symptoms, depending on regulation
of the source voltage and whether
the winding power is ac or dc.

For example, shorted turns in an
ac -operated relay winding probably
would cause an immediate failure.
The reduced winding inductance
draws excessive ac current, and the
resulting heat will burn the coil.

Predicting the symptoms from
shorted turns in a dc -operated wind-
ing is more difficult. More current
will be drawn, in inverse proportion
to the change of resistance. A coil
power supply without good regula-
tion permits the voltage to drop.
The increased current times the
reduced voltage might permit near -
normal operation, but an overload-
ed power supply. If the power sup -

separate from the relay frame. That
is a good solution when possible.

Contact points damaged by arc-
ing usually have a large valley in one
point and a large mound on the
other, plus numerous irregular
areas. It is almost impossible to
dress or file these damaged points so
the surfaces mate together properly.
Anything less than perfect mating
causes heat and increases the arcing.

Emergency repairs can be made
when absolutely necessary. Welded
contact points often can be broken
apart by screwdriver pressure, or a
single metal knoll on a contact can
be filed down to allow better switch-
ing. Such temporary repairs can
keep the equipment in operation
while awaiting replacement parts.

COMPRESSION

SPRING

WINDING

.."\ LAMINATED
IRON

FORCE

TYPICAL SOLENOID

Figure 8 One type of
solenoid was illustrated in
Figure 1. Another type
shown here does not have a
core. Applying power to the
coil that has no core pulls
the plunger to the center of
the coil winding, thus sup-
plying lateral movement to
anything connected to the
plunger. Another type has a
solid iron plunger. Sole-
noids with ac coils draw in-
creased current until the
plunger is seated tightly.
Thus, a plunger that is
prevented from seating can
cause burnout of the coil.

ply has good regulation, the relay
coil will probably operate warmly
enough to cause other shorts and an
eventual total relay failure.

Repairing contacts
In past years, technicians have

repaired minor contact opens in
telephone switching relays by using
a fine-tooth point file or a piece of
kraft paper. Point filing of higher -
power relay contacts, however, is
not recommended. Any extensive
filing of contacts is certain to pro-
duce an early failure. Some relays
are constructed to allow replace-
ment of the contact assembly

Also, a temporary repair allows for
testing other allied equipment that
might have contributed to the relay
failure, without endangering a new
relay.

For permanent and dependable
repairs, do not operate relays having
repaired contacts longer than the
minimum required to make tests
and obtain replacements. The final
step of each repair should be the in-
stallation of a new relay.

Solenoid maintenance and repair
Figure 8 shows a drawing of a

typical solenoid. Some have a
laminated -iron plunger and a

laminated external core. Others, as
shown, have a magnetic plunger and
a wire coil. Other parts are required
to position these components, and a
spring to return the core to the open
(unpowered) condition. A solenoid
develops mechanical power when it
attempts to move its core where the
magnetic gap is minimized and the
magnetic field is at maximum.
Through levers or other linkages,
this core movement (when power is
applied) activates valves or moves
another component into a new posi-
tion.

Either ac or dc power can be used,
depending on the purpose and the
design of the solenoid.

Ac -powered solenoids have a
much higher initial current until the
plunger is seated properly, and this
higher current provides a strong
closing. One prevalent problem with
ac solenoids is a mechanical and
audible buzz from the movement of
the plunger against the core or a
bracket.

Some ac solenoids will suffer an
overheated and eventually a burned
coil if the plunger is prevented from
seating correctly. Therefore, one of
the few possible preventive -
maintenance examinations is to
check for bent brackets, worn
linkages or any other conditions
that change the alignment or stroke
of the plunger.

Few repairs are possible for
solenoids. Most service consists of
replacement of any defective
solenoids. Specifications must be
checked carefully for coil voltage,
torque and core travel to find a
suitable replacement when original -
type solenoids are not available.

Comments
Maintenance or servicing of

equipment containing relays and
solenoids can be made easier for
technicians if they know:
 the purpose and construction of

both;
 how to check for normal opera-

tion;
 what conditions cause certain

failures and how to correct them;
 how to modify transient -

elimination circuits to reduce con-
tact arcing; and

 how to find suitable replacements
in catalogs, according to
specifications.
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Soldering station
A miniature soldering station

from Wahl Clipper Corporation
operates on 6Wac, allowing precise,
safe soldering on miniature circuits
and instruments as well as on heat -
sensitive components.

The model 7230, the latest addi-
tion to Wahl's Iso-Tip line of solder-
ing products, is suited for produc-
tion line operations, or anywhere
fine, close work is required. The
1/4 -oz, pencil -size iron is easy to
control for fast, accurate solder-
ing-even of hair -thin copper leads.

Features of the 7230 station in-
clude a double -insulated transform-
er, a tip -cleaning sponge, sponge
well, spring holder, indicator lamp
and internal safety fuse. Fourteen
tips from 1/25 to 5/32 inches are
available, and can be quickly inter-
changed without special tools. Tips
cool down fast from 360°C, and
resist seizure.

Circle (50) on Reply Card

Miniature chart recorder
Simpson Electric Company's

compact chart recorder uses no inks
or pens, and mounts in a standard
DIN/IEC 3.62 -inch square opening.

The Model 2750-2 features inkless
clamping -type operation. The pres-

sure -sensitive chart paper produces
a clean, clear trace that will not
smudge, fog or blur with age.

A pivot -and -jewel meter move-
ment provides 1.5% recording ac-
curacy with high shock and vibra-
tion resistance. Three chart speeds
are selected by switching cams.
Speeds are 2.36 inches, 0.79 inch
and 0.39 inch per hour. Impression
rates are 2, 6 and 12 seconds, respec-
tively.

The company is offering the
2750-2 in 10 stock ac/dc voltage and
current ranges, with special ranges
available to order. 120/240Vac,
60Hz power is standard; 50Hz is
available. Front panel size is
3.78"x3.78" overall, and the 2750-2
requires 7.09 inches behind panel.

Circle (57) on Reply Card

Digital disc
The Sony Corporation and North

American Philips Corporation have
prototypes of the

Compact Disc Digital Audio Sys-
tem. Akio Morita, co-founder and
chairman of Sony, and Frank
Randall, vice chairman of North
American Philips, announced that
the market introduction of the
sound reproduction system will
begin in fall 1982.

The marketing plans reflect grow-
ing endorsement of the Compact
Disc system as the preferred digital
audio format by equipment manu-
facturers and software producers.

Most recently, Polygram Group,
a leading international record
manufacturer, and CBS/Sony Inc.,
the largest record company in
Japan, announced plans to produce
music programs in the CD format.
In 1982, CBS/Sony will release
more than 100 Compact Disc al-
bums in Japan with the introduction
of the CD players.

Philips and Sony jointly submit-
ted the CD format to the Digital
Audio Disc Standardization Con-
ference and, in April 1981, the final
report was presented. The study
recommended the CD format as the
standard for audio disc recording
and reproduction.

The CD system employs a record

that has no grooves, that rotates
faster than conventional LP or 45
discs, and that is smaller than either.
Only 4 7 inches in diameter, the
smooth -surfaced disc carries up to
an hour of digitally -encoded stereo
music on one side, compared to the
LP's maximum of 30 minutes per
side. The sound is recaptured by
means of a miniature, low -power,
solid-state laser pick-up unit within
the CD player.

Circle (51) on Reply Card

CB antenna
The 40 -channel plus TAK-20, ex-

tra low -profile trunk lip mount,
26.5-28MHz mobile CB antenna in-
troduced by Armstrong Industries,
Division of MCS Inc., features
high performance, watertight con-
struction and only 13/4 -turn, quick
disconnect from the heavy-duty tri-
ple chrome -plated mounted bracket.

The TAK-20 is engineered for
standard vehicle trunks and hatch-
back designs. Also featured is the
Uni-AxIs ball joint that permits a
45° whip tilt in all directions for ver-
tical positioning from all mounting
angles. A 17-7PH stainless steel
shock spring is also provided.

The antenna's base load with
42 -inch -long semi -rigid whip also
may be re -mounted onto six other
style mounts sold separately by the
firm.

The black and chrome base load-
ed design is shunt fed for quieter
operation.

Circle (59) on Reply Card
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Advertising rates In the ClassifeCI Section are 35
cents per word, each insertior, and must be
accompanied by cash to Insure publication.

Each initial or abbreviation Counts a full word

Minimum classified charge $3.00

For ads on which replies are sent to us for
forwarding (blind ads), there is an additional
charge of $3.00 per Insertion to cover department
number, processing of replies, and mailing costs.

Classified columns are not open to advertising of
any products regularly produced by manufactur-
ers unless used and no longer owned by the
manufacturer or distributor.

For Sale

PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT capable of
producing four high quality tubes per day (WILL
TRAIN TO OPERATE) Call or Write Atoll Television,
6425 Irving Park. Chicago. Illinois 60634, ph.
312.545-6667 4-81-61

AUTOMOBILE RADIO and tape replacement

For

advertisers
AtiTHE GREAT ELECTROOKIONIC CI ,4-

S OF

N .n ere, .ssue, Rush pottcard lot y copy' j IUNUSUAL PARTS. GADGETS IS IDEA ITEMS. UNAVAILABLE IN I
gSTORESOR CATALOGS ANYWHERE'ga h n

THINGS I

ELECTRONICS
Dept. 311
Plattsburgh, N Y 1 ?901

Circle (11) on Reply Card

FOR SALE: PHOTOFACTS 301 to 390 in Benders, 391
to 1402 in cabinets and 1403 to 1990 in original car-
tons. Best offer accepted. Jopling's Radio & TV Ser-
vice, 219 Barrett Place,ZC78225, San Antonio. TX

7-81-1t

PRINTED CIRCUIT boards from your sketch or art-
work. Affordable prices. Also fun kit projects. Free
details DANOCINTHS INC. Dept. ES, Box 261,
Westland, MI 48185. 5-81 tin

SENCORE CB -42 automatic CB analyzer $595.00; Sen-
core DVM-37 digital meter $150.00; never used, in 'cc-
tory cartons with warranty cards, Heinz TV, 730 N. 81,
Lincoln, NE 68505. (402) 464-0197. 7-81-1 t

MAGNAVOX transformer number 300172.1 for
Berkshire cabinet model AM -FM radio phonograph
bought in 1959. Phone 504/928-5298, Clinton, LA

SAMS PHOTOFACTS. 1 through 1309 and 1445
through 1528. All but first 100 in metal filing cabinets.
$900 or best offer plus shipping. Robert Knapp, Box
145. Lyndhurst, VA 22952. 6-81.21

parts Delco, Chrysler, Philco-Ford, Motorla, WantedPanasonic and many others Large inventory.
Laran Electronics. Inc , 3768 Boston Road,
Bronx, NY 10469, (212) 881-9600, out of New York
State, (808) 223-8314 5 -79 -if

TV & RADIO TUBES, 36 Cents EA, Free color
Catalog Cornell. 4221 University, San Diego,
California 92104 8 -76 -If

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS: CLOSEOUTS, LIQUIDA-
TIONS! Parts, equipment stereo. industrial,
educational. Amazing values! Fascinating items
unavailable in stores or catalogs anywhere.
Unusual FREE catalog. ETC0-011, Box 762.
Plattsburgh, N.Y. 12901 6-78-1f

SCRAMBLED TELEVISION, encoding/decoding
New book. Theory/circuits, $9 95 plus $1 ship-
ping. Workshop, Box 393ES, Dept. E, Bethpage,
N.Y. 11714. 7.80 -If

CRT REBUILDING EQUIPMENT. Great Profits.
(815) 459-0873 after 7 PM. George, 1909 Louise,
Crystal Lake, IL 80014. 2-81-8t

FOR SALE: Electronic test instruments in excellent
condition: Hickok 532 30mhz oscilloscope; Hickok 257
rf. gen; Triplett 630NS VOM; Triplett 801 TVOM; Data
Precision 175 DVM; Data Precision 5740 timer/ -
counter; Heath 3121 curvetracer; much more! Call:
(607) 295-7747 or write: RANDALL CONSULTANTS,
R.D.#1, Box 47, Arkport, New York 14807 7-81-1t

Bak- Model 970 transistor equipment analyst, Sen.
core - YF 33 Ringer yoke & Flyback tester,
B&K - Model HV-40 High Voltage probe, Sen-
core - CG25 color bar generator, Sencore - TC28 tube
& transistor tester, Model 85 transistor tester, Sen.
core - PS29 minute man oscilloscope, Sencore - DVM
35 digital voltmeter, Tube caddy & approx. 300 tubes
in original boxes, Sams photofacts- approx. 500 sets
with file cabinets, Sylvania Replacement components,
Electronic magazines-Back issues of ET/D, Elec-
tronic Servicing and Radio Electronics, Misc. parts &
components. For price quotes on any of the above,
write to: P.O. Box 251, Calvert City, KY 42029.

MIRROR IN THE LID, and other PRE -1946 Television
sets wanted for substantial cash. Also interested in
12AP4, MW -31.3 Pre -War picture tubes, pails.
literature on Pre -War Television, Arnold Chase 9
Rushleigh Road. West Hartford, Conn. 06117 (203)
521.5280 2-81.71

DESPERATELY NEED: Information on "Telicon" pro
jection TVs from 1947, RCA "Test Lamp" for 1940's
projection TVs. Arnold Chase, 9 Rushleigh Road. West
Hartford. Conn. 06117 (203)521-5280. 2.81-71

WANTED: Lampkin 109 CB/AMATEUR service
monitor, Cushman CE -15 spectrum monitor, SEN
CORE DVM56, and SENCORE FC-45; Robert W. Bid
dle, American Consulate, APO New York, NY 09224.

WANTED: An operating manual for a Model 49
Jackson tube tester. Harry M. Etter, P.O. Box 493.
Deland, Florida 32720 7 -8* -1 t

Business Opportunity
TV TECHNICIAN! Increase your income up to
$60.003 yearly Rent -lease -sell TVs new -used.
even from comfort of your home. Basic Prelimi-
naries $4 00 Perrys TV Systems. Hwy 181. Box
142. F11 Bremen, KY 42325 12-80-tf

ESTABLISHED TV -STEREO REPAIR SHOP in beautiful
Black Hills of South Dakota, main street location
Good steady business, excellent library equipment
and inventory, priced right, terms available. Cali
605-347-4243. 6-81-31

TV Business in Central City, NE. COMPLETE! Small
town, agricultural community. Great Potential. Inven-
tory, building, truck and records $45,000. Central Farm
Development Co., 308-946-3262, Box 275, Central City.
NE 68826 7-81.1 r
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UAssociation

American
Heart

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

B & K Precision . 15

Computech 7

Gamit Enterprises 19

Micro Design 5

Mura Corp. 17

NATESA 19

NESDA 25

Oelrich Publications 25

N. A. Philips IBC

A. W. Sperry Instruments I FC

Zenith Radio Corp BC

Electronic Servicing

Advertising Sales offices

NATIONAL SALES MANAGER
Greg Garrison
P.O. Box 12901,
Overland Park, KS 66212
Phone: (913) 888-4664

LONDON, ENGLAND
John Ashcroft & Co.,
John Ashcroft
12 Bear St., Leicester Square
London, WC2H 7AS, England
Phone: 930-0525 Telex: 895-2387

AMSTERDAM, HOLLAND
John Ashcroft & Co.,
John J. Lucassen
Akerdijk 150A
1171 PV-Badhoevedorp, Holland
Phone: 0-2968-6226

TOKYO, JAPAN
International Media
Representatives, Ltd.
2-29, Toranomon 1-chome,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan
Phone: 502-0656

NORWOOD, AUSTRALIA
Williamson & Associates,
John Williamson
No. 2 Edmund St.
Norwood, S.A. 5067, Australia
Phone: 42-7074
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CG sweepstakes can turn tabs into a vac ation
for two, or one of 2,159 other great awards.

Don't pass up your chances to be
a winner in our "Reach for the Rain-
bow" Sweepstakes. The awards
range from a Hawaii vacation to mo-
peds, workshop too s, calculators,
cash, and other valuable items.

Every time you co lect 5 receiving
tube address tabs or 5 ECG semi-

conc uctor tabs or bags you're enti-
tled to one chance to win. One
color -tube serial label earns you ten
entries. The more entries you get,
the more chances you have to win.
And there's no limit to the number of
awards you can receive. We'll have
winners from every state.*

your local distributor for entry
forms and details. All entries must
be postmarked by midnight, August
31st, 1981.

Star collecting your stack Df ad-
dress tabs from Sylvania braid
products today. They could pay the
tab for your next vacation.

PhilipsECG
A North AmeriGar, PhI:ips Company

'The Philips ECG "Reach for the Rainbow Sweepstakes is available only :0 dealers and service technicians Employees ot Philips ECG, Inc ds authorized distributors. or their advert sing
agencies are not elig it le to participate No purchase required. Reasonable facsimile accepted Void where prohibited by law
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Special limitedtime
introductory offer

ZIPon

Zen
Program

Inventory control - that's the name of the game today!
And Zenith's Instant Parts Program (ZIP) is the way to play it
safe, sure...and money -wise. Because with ZIP, you've got
Zenith's most frequently needed exact replacement parts where
you want them when you want them.

Also with ZIP, slow -moving stock numbers are periodically
replaced with new. more popular parts thru periodic checks
by your Zenith distributor salesman. As a resul, your original
investment is protected and your inventory of Zenith exact
replacement parts is current.

And best of all, today you can add a little ZIP or a lot of ZIP
to your inventory control of Zenith parts.

For a little ZIP, you'll want ZIP -50 - the top 50 Zenith parts
available with or without System 3 components. If you want
more ZIP, get ZIP -100 - the most active 100 Zenith parts now
available with or without System 3 components.

Call your Zenith distributor now for the ZIP program that
best suits your need. Four to choose from!

ZIP - it's the easiest, least expensive, most versatile
inventory control system ever devised by Zenith for TV service
technicians! Call your Zenith distributor now!

Call your Zenith distributor now for a
special limited -time -only introductory offer

on ZIP - Zenith's Instant Parts Program!

For your OW1 reputation and in your customers' best interest,
always service with Zenith exact replacement parts.

The quality goes in before the name goes on

Zenith Radio Ccrporation /Service, Parts & Accessories Division ,11000 Seymour Avenue/Franklin Park, Illinois 60131
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